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ABSTR A CT
DNA sequencing is the process of determ ining the precise order of nucleotide 
bases, adenine, guanine, cytosine, and thymine w ithin a DNA molecule. It includes 
any m ethod or technology th a t is used to  determ ine the order of the four bases in a 
strand of DNA. The advent of rapid DNA sequencing m ethods has greatly accelerated 
biological and medical research and discovery. Therm oelectric DNA sequencing is a 
novel m ethod to  sequence DNA by measuring the  heat th a t  is released when DNA 
polymerase inserts a dcoxyribonucleosidc triphosphate in to  a growing DNA strand. 
The therm oelectric device for this project is composed of four parts: a microfluidic 
channel with a reaction zone th a t contains DNA tem plate/prim er complex, the de­
vice’s lower channel wall, the device's upper channel wall and a thin-film  therm opile 
attached to the external surface of the lower channel wall which measures the dynamic 
change in tem perature th a t results when Klenow polymerase inserts a deoxyribonu- 
cleoside triphosphate into the DNA tem plate.
M athem atical models of DNA sequencing m ethods can be very helpful in spec­
ifying the im portant DNA sequencer design param eters for optim al sequencer per­
formance. This dissertation is to  propose m athem atical models th a t can predict 
the tem perature change in thermoelectric DNA sequencing devices. To this end, a 
two-dimensional model is first developed to sim ulate the chemical reaction in the 
reaction zone and the tem perature distribution in a cross-section of the device. A
more sophisticated three-dimensional model is then developed, which considers the 
convection-diffusion process in the microchannel, the chemical reaction in the reaction 
zone, and the tem perature change in the whole device. Because of the nonlinearity 
of equations, the models m ust be solved numerically. In particular, in this research, 
a Crank-Nicolson scheme is employed to discretize the convection-diffusion equations 
and energy equations, and the ODE solver odelSs (which uses the G ear’s method) 
in MATLAB is used to  solve the chemical reaction equations. As such, concentra­
tions of the reactants and the tem perature distributions in the device are obtained. 
Results indicate th a t when the nucleoside is com plem entary to the next base in the 
DNA tem plate, polymerization occurs, lengthening the complem entary polymer and 
releasing therm al energy with a measurable tem perature change of about 0.4-0.5 inK. 
This implies th a t the  therm oelectric conceptual device for sequencing DNA may be 
feasible for identifying specific genes in individuals. Furtherm ore, m athem atical and 
numerical m ethods are used to  test the influential elem ents of tem peratu re  change 
by varying operational param eters and microfluidic device design variables. Results 
can be useful to provide the information on optim izing the DNA sequencer design 
param eters.
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C H A PTER  1
INTRO DUCTIO N
1.1 G en eral O verview
Knowledge of DNA sequences has become indispensable for basic biological 
research, and in numerous applied fields such as diagnostics, biotechnology, forensic 
biology, and biological systematics. The rapid speed of sequencing atta ined  with 
modern DNA sequencing technology has been instrum ental in the  sequencing of 
complete DNA sequences, or genomes of numerous types and  species of life, including 
the human genome and other complete DNA sequences of many anim als, plants, and 
microbial species [1],
As is pointed out in [2], the genetic variations th a t cause a num ber of different 
diseases arc now known [3, 4]. Knowledge of how these genetic variations relate to 
the disease will lead to  the development of new therapeutics [5]. The comprehension 
of genetic variations in the overall population and the identification of specific genes 
in individuals through DNA sequencing will improve preventive medicine [6]. Despite 
improvements in sequencing technology, the expense of whole genome sequencing of 
an entire population is currently prohibitive. The identification of specific genes in 
individuals can be economically feasible and is a prerequisite for improvements in 
preventive medicine through the realization of personalized medicine. Converting
1
2genomic information into hum an health  benefits through personalized medicine also 
will require future de novo sequencing and rc-sequencing of known genomes in search 
of the sequence variations th a t cause disease or influence the  effectiveness of various 
treatm ents for disease. Existing methodologies often provide more inform ation than  is 
needed for applications in personalized medicine like single nucleotide polymorphisms 
(SNPs) detection [7]. Existing m ethods also suffer from limited read length, have 
inadequate accuracy, and are too expensive for widespread use [6]. Overall, low 
cost, high speed and good availability for physicians, patients, and researchers are 
im portant requirem ents for a  new sequencing approach [6]. To achieve the promise 
of personalized medicine, new sequencing m ethods th a t are less expensive with the 
potential for more widespread application are needed in addition to those currently 
available for whole genome sequencing. To this end, in 2010, Dr. Guilbeau developed 
the therm oelectric DNA sequencing m ethod and seeks to  answer the  question, “Is it 
theoretically possible to sequence DNA by m easuring the heat th a t is released when 
DNA polymerase inserts a deoxyribonuclcoside triphosphate into a growing DNA 
strand?”
In [2], the therm oelectric DNA sequencing m ethod is used to  m easure the 
heat generated and eliminate the need for enzyme reactions tha t generate light. Like 
other sequencing by incorporation methods, single-strand DNA of unknown sequence 
serves as a tem plate for the production of a complementary nucleic acid polymer by 
a polymerase enzyme. The single-strand DNA tem plate is hybridized to  an appro­
priate complimentary oligonucleotide primer. The resulting DNA tem plate/prim er 
is attached to  a support (e.g. microfluidic device channel wall or to  param agnetic
3beads) to  form a DNA tem pla te /p rim er/support complex. This complex is then 
exposed to a lam inar flow stream  of liquid to  which an appropriate buffer, DNA 
polymerase, pyrophosphatase, and one of the four deoxyribonuclcoside triphosphates 
(dATP, dCTP, dG T P  and dT T P ) are added. If the nucleoside th a t is added is com­
plem entary to the next base in the DNA tem plate, polymerization occurs lengthening 
the complem entary polymer and releasing therm al energy. In homopolymeric regions 
where more than  one nucleotide is incorporated (e.g. A ,A ,A ,.. .), the am ount of 
therm al energy released is directly proportional to  the number of nucleotides tha t 
arc incorporated. The released therm al energy increases the tem pera tu re  of the 
DNA tem pla te /p rim er/support complex causing a transfer of therm al energy from 
the complex to the fluid flowing in the lam inar flow over the complex. A thin-film 
therm opile detects the tem perature difference between the  portion of the  lam inar flow 
stream  th a t is near to or in contact with the  DNA tem p la te /p rim er/suppo rt complex 
and the portion of the laminar flow stream  th a t is rem ote from the  double-strand 
DNA tcm pla te /p rim cr/support complex. The change in thermopile electromotive 
force (emf) resulting from the increased tem perature  difference is m easured with a 
null voltm eter. If the introduced dN T P is not complim entary to  the next unpaired 
base, no change in tem perature (emf) is m easured. The nucleotide DNA polymerase 
added to  the complementary strand  of the tem pla te /p rim er hybrid can be identified 
by correlating the  thermopile emf change (detected tem perature difference) with the 
nucleotide th a t was introduced into the lam inar flow stream . Once the  incorporated 
nucleotide is known, its complementary nucleotide in the single strand  tem plate DNA 
molecule being sequenced is identified. Once the tem perature of th e  lam inar flow
4stream  has returned to the baseline, the next DNA base is added. By repeatedly 
introducing dN T Ps sequentially, the entire unknown sequence of the  DNA molecule 
(tem plate) is determined. The am ount of heat produced following the  incorporation of 
a nucleotide may be amplified by including pyrophosphatase to hydrolyze the released 
pyrophosphate.
1.2 M otiva tion  and O b jec tiv e  o f  th e  R esearch
As pointed out in Dr. G uilbeau’s publication [2], th e  feasibility of the therm o­
electric m ethod depends on whether the small am ount of heat that is generated when 
DNA polymerase incorporates a dNTP into a strand  of DNA produces a m easurable 
tem perature change. The feasibility also depends on w hether or not the tem perature 
increase of the system following one or more incorporation events can be dissipated 
quickly enough to allow the addition of the next nucleotide, thereby resulting in 
the sequencing of an acceptable number of base pairs per unit tim e for applications 
in personalized medicine. Because the proposed application of the therm oelectric 
sequencing technology is not primarily directed toward whole genome sequencing, 
sequencing speed is less im portant than  in technologies designed for whole genome 
sequencing.
M athem atical models simulating the  therm oelectric DNA sequencing can be 
very helpful in specifying im portant DNA sequencer design param eters for optim al 
sequencer performance w ithout costly experiments. For th is  purpose, th is dissertation 
research is to explore the feasibility of the  therm oelectric sequencing m ethod from 
the view point of m athem atical analysis. In particular, we propose two-dimensional
and three-dimensional m athem atical models th a t govern the  unsteady-state dynamics 
and chemical reaction kinetics of a lam inar flow, microfluidic, therm oelectric, DNA 
sequencing device with a reaction zone th a t contains DNA tem plate/prim er complex 
immobilized to the surface of the lower channel wall, as described above. The two 
models are then solved using the finite difference m ethod together w ith the ODE solver 
in MATLAB for obtaining the concentrations of DNA polymerases and tem perature 
distributions in the DNA sequencing device.
1.3 O rgan ization  o f  th e  D isser ta tio n
C hapter 2 presents the background knowledge for therm oelectric DNA se­
quencing. The basis of DNA sequencing and the heat generated during a nucleotide 
incorporation event is presented, as well as the previous work tha t was done on DNA 
sequencing. Furtherm ore, the finite difference scheme for partial differential equations 
and the numerical m ethod for stiff ODE solver o d e l 5 s  in MATLAB are introduced.
In C hapter 3 both two-dimensional and three-dimensional m athem atical mod­
els for therm oelectric DNA sequencing are proposed. T he two-dimensional model 
is composed of two main parts: the chemical reaction in the reaction zone and the 
tem perature change of all four layers. The more sophisticated three-dimensional 
model is composed of three main parts: the  convection diffusion process in the 
microfluidic channel, the chemical reaction in the reaction zone, and the tem perature 
change for the six parts of 3-D reaction zone model.
C hapter 4 focuses on the numerical m ethod for the  model. A Crank-Nicolson 
Scheme is employed to solve the diffusion system  and the  energy equations, while the
6M atlab solver o d e l S s  for the stiff system is employed to  solve the ODE system for 
chemical reactions.
C hapter 5 presents the numerical results th a t  are achieved with the m athem at­
ical models and numerical m ethods in this dissertation. Concentrations of reactants 
and the tem perature distributions are obtained. Further more, varied operational 
param eters and microfluidic device design variables in the  numerical model are tested.
C hapter 6 gives the conclusions and some suggestions for future work in order 
to have the model work more efficiently.
C H A PTER  2 
BACK G RO UND A N D  PR EV IO U S W ORK
2.1 In tro d u ctio n  to  T h erm o elec tr ic  D N A  Seq u en cin g
2.1 .1  D N A  Seq u en cin g
As we know, DNA sequencing is the process of determ ining the precise order of 
nucleotides w ithin a DNA molecule. It includes any m ethod or technology th a t is used 
to determ ine the order of the four bases-adeninc, guanine, cytosine, and thym inc-in 
a strand of DNA, as shown in Figure 2.1. The advent of rapid DNA sequencing 
methods has greatly accelerated biological and medical research and discovery.
« H ydrogen
•  0xyg«fl
•  Nitrogen 
0  Carbon
Q Phosphoru*
F igure 2.1: Structure o f DNA [8].
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Knowledge of DNA sequences has become indispensable for basic biological 
research, and in numerous applied fields such as diagnostics, biotechnology, forensic 
biology, and biological system atics [9]. T he rapid speed of sequencing atta ined  with 
modern DNA sequencing technology has been instrum ental in the sequencing of 
complete DNA sequences, or genomes of numerous types and  species of life, including 
the human genome and other complete DNA sequences of many anim al, plant, and 
microbial species.
DNA sequencing may be used to determ ine the sequence of individual genes, 
larger genetic regions (i.e. clusters of genes or operons), full chromosomes, or entire 
genomes. Depending on the m ethods used, sequencing may provide the order of 
nucleotides in DNA or RNA isolated from the cells of animals, plants, bacteria, 
archaea, or virtually any other source of genetic inform ation. The resulting sequences 
may be used by researchers in molecular biology or genetics to  further scientific 
progress or may be used by medical personnel to  make treatm ent decisions or aid 
in genetic counseling.
As is pointed out in Dr. G uilbeau’s publication [2], the Sanger m ethod 
[10] is the m ost accurate m ethod of sequencing DNA. O ther commercially available 
technologies are based on the real-time synthesis of DNA [11]. The Sanger DNA se­
quencing technology is based on DNA synthesis w ith incorporation of norm al deoxyri­
bonuclcoside triphosphates (dNTPs) as well as dideoxyribonucleoside triphosphates 
(ddN TPs), also known as chain term inators th a t cause DNA polym erization of the 
growing DNA chain to  cease. Term inated DNA chains are separated by size and the 
DNA sequence is deduced by identifying the ddN T P th a t  term inated the synthesis
9of the  DNA chain using fluorescently labeled d dN T P ’s [10]. In m ethods based on 
the real tim e synthesis of DNA, DNA polymerase is used to replicate a tem plate 
and the identity of each base is noted after its incorporation into the growing strand. 
Known nucleotides are added one at a tim e in a sequential manner. The incorpora­
tion of the incoming known nucleotide is dependent on the tem plate sequence. It 
is then  possible to  identify the complementary nucleotide because the nucleotide 
th a t was incorporated is known [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. By way of example, 
Pyrosequencing [16, 17] is a real-time, DNA synthesis method, incorporating DNA 
polymerase, ATP sulfurylase, firefly luciferase, adenosine 5’ phosphosulfate (APS), 
and apyrase in a solution th a t contains a prim ed DNA tem plate. Since deoxyadenosinc 
triphosphate (dATP) is also a substrate  for luciferase, nucleotides arc added to  the 
solution sequentially with dA T PaS substitu ted  for dATP to  avoid nonspecific signals. 
A nucleotide incorporation event causes the release of pyrophosphate in a quantity  
proportional to  the number of incorporated nucleotides. A pyrophosphate release 
triggers a cascade of enzyme reactions th a t emit light, the intensity of which is 
proportional to  the number of incorporated nucleotides and the am ount of DNA 
[19]. Unfortunately, the read length in Pyrosequencing is limited by the stability of 
the enzyme system, m isincorporation of nucleotides, dilution of the reaction volume, 
enzyme contam inants, inefficient nucleotide degradation, and difficulty in determ ining 
the number of incorporated nucleotides in homopolymeric regions due to  the nonlinear 
light response following the incorporation of more than  5-6 identical nucleotides [20]. 
The m ethod has recently been adapted for high throughput whole genome analysis 
by 454 Life Sciences, Branford, Conn. (www.454.com). However, the  454 sequencing
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technology suffers from chemical cross-talk, complex chemistry related to  the need to 
produce chemilumincscent light, and excessive cost.
2 .1 .2  T h e  H eat G en erated  D u rin g  a N u c le o tid e  In corp oration  E vent
As is noted in [2], the energetics of DNA polymerization strongly favor the 
addition of deoxyribonucleosides to  the growing DNA stran d  because the high-energy 
bond between the a  and the jj phosphate of dN T P  is broken and the nucleotide is 
transferred to the growing DNA with a lower-energy phosphodiester bond between 
nucleotides. The equation for the introduction of each nucleotide unit may be written 
as in Equation (2.1) below which includes the heat of the  reaction, A H d n a • In 
the presence of pyrophosphatase, the pyrophosphate formed undergoes subsequent 
enzymatic hydrolysis as shown in Equation (2.2), releasing an additional am ount of 
heat, AHppi ,
DNAn +  dN T P DNA polymerase DNAn+i +  PP^ +  A H d n a , (2.1)
PP ; +  H 2 O pyrophosphatase 2P* +  A Hppi.  (2-2)
The pyrophosphate hydrolysis reaction, Equation (2.2), has a large negative standard  
free energy change of a t least - 7.3 kcal/m ol [21] and potentially as high as -10.9 
kcal/m ol [22]. If pyrophosphatase is present, the  equilibrium  for Equation (2.2) is 
driven further toward chain elongation and two high-energy phosphate bonds are 
cleaved to provide the energy needed to make each internucleotidc DNA linkage.
Exotherm ic heats between -9.8 and -16.0 kcal m ol-1 base-pair-1 have been 
measured for tem plate-directed DNA polym erization using stopped-flow calorim etry 
[22]. The generated heat is the end result of a num ber of events including dN T P to
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dNM P hydrolysis, phosphodiester bond formation, hydrogen bond form ation, and en­
zyme conformational changes. It is also dependent upon base identity [22], Reported 
values for the standard  molar enthalpy change for the hydrolysis of pyrophosphate, 
reaction (2), range from -37.0 kJ m ol"1 (equivalent to  -8.38 kcal m o l"1) to -12.2 
kJ m ol"1 (equivalent to  -2.91 kcal m ol"1), depending upon the buffer used or the 
experimental m ethod used to  measure the enthalpy change [23, 24, 25]. The maximum 
and minimum to ta l enthalpy for the two reactions is -4.38 kcal m ol-1 base-pair"1 
(-102.1 kJ m ol"1 base-pair"1) and -12.71 kcal m ol"1 base-pair"1 (-53.2 kJ m ol"1 
base-pair"1), respectively, for each nucleotide incorporation event. The negative 
sign indicates th a t the overall process is exothermic and  that heat is released to 
the surroundings.
The tem perature difference detected by the  therm opile (tem perature  below 
the DNA reaction zone minus tem perature below the rinse solution) depends on the 
geometry of the microfluidic device, the physical properties of the  device, the ra te  
of flow through the  device, the concentrations of reactan ts and enzymes, and the 
kinetics and therm odynam ics of DNA polymerization and pyrophosphate hydrolysis. 
The kinetic model for the Klenow fragment of DNA polymerase (KF polymerase) 
proposed by Dahlbcrg ct al. [26] and used previously to  model Pyrosequencing in 
[27] can be w ritten as follows:
Polymerase +  DNA„ k f >NA/ k ° ? A Polymerase ■ DNAn,
< >
Polymerase • DNAn +  dN TP k dNTP/ k dNl TP Polymerase ■ DNAn • dN T P,
i------------------ >
Polymerase • DNAn ■ dN TP k3/ k - 3 Polymerase' • DNA„ • dN TP,
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Polymerase' • DNAn • dN T P fc4/ / c _ 4 Polymerase' • DNAn+1 ■ PPj .
i-------- >
Polymerase' • DNAn+1 ■ PPj  k5/k _ _ 5 Polymerase • DNAn+4 • PPj,
<-------- >
Polymerase • DNAn+1 • PPj  Polymerase • DNA„+1 +  PPj ,
<-------------y
Polymerase • DNAn+1 k®NA/ k ® ± A Polymerase +  DNAn+1.
< >
On the other hand, the kinetic model for pyrophosphatase proposed by Baykov ct 
al. [28] can be w ritten as
M „ P P  +  EM2 k x/ k 2 EM n+2PP*,
EMn+2PP* kA/ k ^  EM n+2PP,
EMn+2P P  k z / k i  EM n+2P 2,
<— — ?
EMn+2P 2 k $ / k ^  EMn+1P  +  P ,
EMn+)P k j / k g  EM2 +  P ,
— ?
where E =  enzyme, M =  mg, P P  =  PPj, and n=1 or 2.
2.2 C ran k -N ico lson  M eth o d  for P arab o lic  D ifferen tia l E q u ation s
A parabolic equation is a second-order partial differential equation which 
describes a physical or m athem atical system with a time variable. Parabolic partial 
differential equations arise in a wide family of scientific problems including heat 
conduction, gas expansion, and propagation of electrom agnetic fields.
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A partial differential equation of the form
A u xx A 2BuXy Ctiyy -I- Dux -t- Etfy F  — 0,
is parabolic if it satisfies the  condition
B2 -  AC =  0.
In this dissertation, we consider the Crank-Nicolson m ethod for numerically 
approxim ating the solution of a two dimensional initial-boundary-value parabolic
problem defined on a rectangular domain R  [29]:
ut = a{uxx + u yy), (x, y)  €  R,  t >  0, (2.3)
u ( x , y , t )  =  g( x , y , t )  on <9/2, t > 0, (2.4)
u( x , y , 0 )  =  f ( x , y )  (x, y)  € R.  (2.5)
In numerical analysis, the Crank-Nicolson m ethod is a finite difference m ethod 
by John Crank and Phyllis Nicolson in the mid 20th century [30]. It is used for 
numerically solving the heat equation and similar partial differential equations.
Consider R  = [0,1] x [0,1]. To cover R  =  [0,1] x [0,1], wc m ust choose the 
grid size A x  and A y (or the number of grid points M x and M y). Doing so, we obtain 
a grid of the form shown in Figure 2.2 [29]. Denote the point (i A  x, k  A  y ) in R  as 
(f, j ) ,  where i — 0 , . . .  , M x and .7  =  0 , . . . ,  M y. A  function u = u(x, y, t) approxim ated
at the (i, j )  grid point and the nth  time level will be denoted by iq".
Define
d Ufa Ufc+i 2tifc J- (2.6)
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(0, 0)
(1 , 1)
------------
Arc
F igu re 2.2: Two dimensional grid for  Crank-Nicolson scheme on [0,1] x [0,1].
The Crank-Nicolson scheme for approxim ating partial differential Equation
(2.3) is:
(1
2 r (2.7)
where 6] and S'] denote the second order difference operators defined in (2.6) with
respect to  i and j ,  respectively. rx = and  r%
scheme is shown in Figure 2.3 [29].
. T he stencil of the
To determine if there is a restriction on the mesh, one often uses the Von 
Neumann Analysis to  analyze the stability of the scheme. To this end, substitu ting 
u]j with pneim6 in Equation (2.3) gives
(1 +  2rx sin2 |  +  2ry sin2 | ) u n+1 =  (1 -  2 rx sin2 |  -  2ry sin2 | ) « n, (2.8)
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/t
( i . i )
k + 1
Jfc -  1
(0 , 0) j - I  j  j +1 1
F ig u re  2 .3 : Stencil f or  approximating uxx +  uyy on a two dimensional grid with 
Crank-Nicolson scheme.
and
0(E n) =  1 ~  2r* sin2 f ~  2rv sin2 f
1 +  2rx sin2 § +  2r y sin2 2 (2.9)
Since
1 — r  
1 + r l< 1.
for any r  > 0, clearly | p(£,r)) 1 and the Crank-Nicolson Scheme is unconditionally
stable. To consider the convergence of the Crank-Nicolson scheme, see the  following 
theorem:
T h e o re m  2.1 . The L a x -R ich tm yer E quivalence Theorem . A consistent one- 
step scheme (i.e. the truncation error goes to zero where At, A x , A y -> 0) for  a
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well-posed initial value problem for  a partial differential equation is convergent (i.e. 
the numerical solution convergences to the exact solution)  i f  and only i f  it is stable.
Based on the Lax-Richtmyer Theorem  and the s ta te  of stability  in the last 
section, the Crank-Nicolson scheme provides a convergent solution.
2.3 G ea r ’s M eth o d  for Stiff O rd inary  D ifferentia l E q u ation s
Many differential equation systems of practical im portance in scientific mod­
eling exhibit a distressing behavior when solved by classical numerical models [31]. 
There is no precise definition of a stiff ODE, b u t the m ain idea is th a t numerical 
errors compound dram atically over time. Stiffness is an efficiency issue. In general, 
considerably smaller steps in tim e are needed to  solve a stiff ODE. and this can 
lengthen the tim e to the solution dramatically. Often, solutions can be com puted 
more efficiently using one of the solvers designed for stiff problems.
The MATLAB solver o d e l5 s  [32] is a variable-order solver based on the 
numerical differentiation formulas (NDFs). Optionally, it uses the  G ear’s m ethod 
(also known as Backward Differentiation Formulas (BDF)) [33]. T he G ear's m ethod 
is an auto-adaptive implicit algorithm which can select tim e step and change order 
automatically.
For the initial value ordinary differential equation with n unknowns
where y  =  [j/i, t/2 t ' '  ' > 2/n]T, the G ear’s m ethod can be described as follows [34]:
y' = ( 2 . 10)
2/( 0 ) =  f ( 0 ,y) ( 2 .11 )
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We consider a polynomial Q(t)  th a t interpolates
(^j-fi  ? Vj+i) j ( ^j —1»3/_7—l )
as
(* — *j)(* — * j-i) (* — *j+i)(* — 0 - i )
Q \ t )  =  V j + i u   j— \ + y m — — \ n — ;— ---------(tj+ 1 -  t j ) ( t i+ 1 -  ij_ i)  (ij- -  ij+ i)(tj  -  t j - 1) (tj_! -  f , ) (^
where yj = y{tj). T hen substitu ting it into
y' =
at tj+1 , we obtain
Q' ( t j +1) =  /(<j+i,yj+ i)-
This gives the 2-step G ear’s m ethod (BDF2)
4  1  2 h  2 / j + i  g J / j  * b  j / j _ i  g  f  \ t j+i, y j + i ) ,
Similarly, we can obtain polynomial Q(i) th a t in terpolates four points 
( 0 + 1  ’  3 / j + i ) j  ( 0 — i » J / j — i ) ?  ( t j - 2 i  V j ~ 2 ) i
and five points
( t j + i . y j + i ) .  ( t j - u y j - i ) ,  ( t j . 2 , y j - 2 ) ,  ( t j - 2 , y j - 2 ) -
Consequently, the m ethods BDF3 and BDF4 can be derived as:
1 8  9  A  -  6h r n  vVj+2 + 1 l l ^ - 1  ~  ]_]_■' ( 0 + 2 j X/j+2i»
48 36 16 3 12/i
^ + 3  _  2 5 ^ +2 _  2 5 ^ +1 ~~ 2 5 ^  25^J_1 _  25 f+3’%+3''
( ? + i )
- l  -  0 +i ) 5
( 2 . 12 )
(2.13)
(2.14)
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The o d e l5 s  solver provides a convenient interface platform , which the user does not 
have to specify the step size. The solver is able to  estim ate the error in the solution at 
each time step, and choose a step size which m eets the error tolerance one specifies.
In this chapter, the basis of the therm oelectric DNA sequencing m ethod was 
introduced, as well as the previous work th a t was done on DNA sequencing. Also, the 
finite difference scheme for partial differential equations and the num erical m ethod for 
stiff ODE solver o d e l 5 s  in M atlab were introduced. In th e  next chapter, we propose 
two-dimensional and three-dimensional models for therm oelectric DNA sequencing.
C H A PTER  3
MATHEMATICAL M ODEL
3.1 P rob lem  S etu p
In therm oelectric DNA sequencing [2], we consider single-strand DNA of an 
unknown sequence which serves as a  tem plate for the  production of a complementary 
nucleic acid polymer by a polymerase enzyme. The single-strand DNA tem plate is 
hybridized to an appropriate complim entary oligonucleotide primer. The resulting 
DNA tem plate/prim er is attached to  a segment of a  microfluidic device channel wall 
in close proxim ity to the m easuring junctions of a thin-film  therm opile to form a 
DNA tem pla te /p rim er/support complex. This complex is then exposed to a laminar 
flow stream  of buffer solution introduced into the  microfluidic device at an inlet 
(Inlet 1) th a t is proximal to the location of the DNA, thereby filling the channel 
of the microfluidic device with a continuous flow of buffer. A second buffer solution 
containing DNA polymerase and one of the four deoxyribonucleoside triphosphates 
(dATP, dCTP, dGTP, and dT T P ) is introduced into the  channel through a  second 
inlet (Inlet 2) at a location downstream from Inlet 1 and undergoes hydrodynamic 
focusing [36] such th a t it flows only over the region of the  channel where the DNA 
tem plate is immobilized over the m easuring junctions of the  thermopile, as shown in 
Figure 3.1.
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F igure 3.1: Top and side views of the conceptual microfluidic DNA sequencing
device.
If the nucleoside th a t is added via Inlet 2 is com plem entary to  the next 
base in the DNA tem plate, polymerization occurs lengthening the complementary 
polymer and releasing therm al energy. In homopolymeric regions where more than  one 
nucleotide is incorporated (e.g. A, A, A, .), the am ount of therm al energy released is 
directly proportional to  the number of nucleotides th a t are incorporated. The released 
therm al energy increases the tem perature of the  DNA tem pla te / p rim er/support 
complex causing a transfer of therm al energy from the complex to  the fluid flowing 
in the lam inar flow over the complex and to the  channel wall to  which the DNA 
tem plate is attached. A thin-film thermopile detects the  tem perature difference 
of the channel wall between the hydrodynamically focused portion of the laminar 
flow stream  th a t is near to  or in contact with the  DNA tem pla te /p rim er/support 
complex and the portion of the lam inar flow stream  th a t is not hydrodynam ically 
focused and remote from the double-strand DNA tem pla te /p rim er/support complex.
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The change in therm opile emf resulting from the  increased tem peratu re  difference 
is measured with a null voltm eter. Theoretically, if the  introduced dN T P is not 
complimentary to  the next unpaired base, no change in channel wall tem perature 
(thermopile emf) is measured. Once the tem perature  of th e  channel wall has returned 
to the baseline, the next base is added. By repeatedly introducing dN T Ps sequentially, 
the entire unknown sequence of the DNA molecule (tem plate) is determ ined. The 
amount of heat produced following the incorporation of a nucleotide m ay be amplified 
by including pyrophosphatase to hydrolyze the released pyrophosphate. The to tal 
amount of heat generated is dependent upon the am ount of DNA reacting [2],
Features in the top and side views of the microfluidic device include two inlet 
ports attached over holes drilled into a glass microscope slide, a flow channel, a 
rectangular region where the DNA tem plate/prim er/com plex is immobilized to the 
inner surface of a glass coverslip, an antim ony/bism uth, thin-film therm opile tha t is 
attached to the external surface of the coverslip, and a  channel outlet port. During 
operation, buffer solution is independently introduced into the two inlet ports. The 
flow rates through the two inlets are adjusted such th a t the flow through Inlet 1 
hydrodynamically focuses the  fluid entering the device via Inlet 2.
3.2  2D  M a th em a tica l M od el for R ea c tio n  Z one
Based on the above analysis, a m athem atical model th a t governs the unsteady- 
state  dynamics and chemical reaction kinetics of the conceptual microfluidic DNA 
sequencing device will be developed. In this section, we consider a cross section 
of the device as shown in Figure 3.2 and propose a 2D m athem atical model of the
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reaction zone, where the geometry consists of only the  glass microscope slide, the 
fluid channel, the glass coverslip and the thermopile(see Figure 3.3).
F igure 3.2: A cross section taken from the mid-length o f  the y-direction fo r  the 2D 
mathematical model.
0
LI Glass microscope slide
L2 Fluid channel
L3 Glass coverslip
L4 Thermopile
'  L ^
F igure 3.3: Geometry of the 2D cross section structure.
The fluid channel in this model is composed of th ree  separate parts—the fluid 
introduced through Inlet 2  th a t flows down the  center line of the device over the 
immobilized DNA tem plate and the measuring junctions of the therm opile, the fluid 
introduced through Inlet 1 th a t flows only over the two reference junctions of the 
thermopile. Laminar flow prevents the two fluid stream s from mixing [35, 36]. For 
simplicity, we ignore the thickness of the DNA tem plate and hence the reaction occurs
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only at the interface between the fluid and the DNA tem plate (i.e. the reaction
equations and energy equations for tem perature change.
3.2 .1  G overn ing  E q u ation s for C h em ical R ea c tio n s
We assume th a t the  mass flow ra te  and physical properties are constant. 
Component mass balances are performed around the respective reaction zones for each 
of the chemical reactants, reaction interm ediates, and reaction products associated 
with the DNA polymerase and pyrophosphatase reactions. The general form of the 
component mass balance equation for any component, i, of concentration, C* (given 
by the rate  of accum ulation of component i w ithin the reaction zone) =  the net rate 
at which component i enters the reaction zone via bulk flow +/-  the  volumetric rate  
of production or consumption of component i via the DNA polymerase reaction or 
the pyrophosphatase reaction. Thus, the resulting m athem atical model consists of 
17 ordinary differential equations th a t predict the concentration change as a function 
of tim e for each of the 17 reactants, reaction interm ediates, and reaction products 
involved in the KF polymerase reaction as follows:
surface as shown in Figure 3.4). In this model, we consider only the chemical reaction
D N A ,DNA (3.1)
k ° NACxC2  + k D? AC 3  -  k ? NAC2C n  + k D? AC 9  + g [C j"  -  C2], (3.2)
D N A . d N T P . d N T P, D N  A
. d N T P . d N T P
. d N T P .. d N T P
(3.3)
(3.4)
(3.5)
^  = k e r c , - k r Ac , c u , p . n )
and the pyrophosphate reaction as follows:
~ = —k\C\QCu  +  k 3 C \ 3 +  k 7 C\§ — k ^ C u C u  + — C 1 2 ]» (3.12)
at V
-  h C 1 0 C l 2  -  k 2 C 1 3  -  kAC l 3  -  kBC u  +  %{C™ -  C l3], (3.13)
a t V
^  -  kAC 1 3  -  kBCi4  -  k3 C \ 4  + k 5 C 1 3  + |  [C™ -  C 14], (3.14)
 j , -  =  k3C u  — k^Ci'j — k 5 C i 5  +  ksC ieC n  +  jz\C"^ — C15], (3.15)
at V
—j 1 6  — k 5 Ci5 — k 6 C i 6 Ci7 — k 7 Ci6 +  k g C n C n  +  5  — Cm], (3.16)
at V
, 1 7  =  k§Cis ~~ k^C ieCn + k 7 Ci$ — k ^ C ^ C u  +  ^vfCJ" — Cu], (3-17)
at V
where Cj — C n  are concentrations of the reactan ts (see Table 3.1 for details), ki
arc rates for kinetic mechanism of Klenow fragment polymerase and rates for kinetic
mechanism of pyrophosphatase, Q is the volumetric flow rate, and V  is the channel 
volume.
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T ab le  3 .1 : Nomenclature for  C j - C\-j.
Cl D N A n(mol ■ m ~ 3)
C2 Polym er a se(mol ■ m ~ 3)
c 3 Polymerase ■ DNAn(mol ■ m ~3)
c 4 d N T P (m o l  ■ m ~ 3)
c 5 Polymerase ■ DNAn • dNTP(moZ • m~3)
c 6 Polymerase' ■ DNA„ • dNTP(moZ • m~3)
C7 Polymerase' ■ DNAra+i • PPi(moZ • m~3)
Cs Polymerase ■ DNA„ • PPi(moZ • m ~ 3)
c 9 Polym erase  • DNAn+j (mol ■ m ~ 3)
C\o P P i(m o l ■ m ~ 3)
Cn D N A n+i(mol ■ m ~ 3)
Ci 2 Pyrophosphatase(mol ■ m ~ 3)
C 13 Pyrophosphatase ■ PPi*(mol ■ m ~ 3)
Ci4 Pyrophosphatase ■ P P i(m o l  ■ m ~ 3)
C15 Pyrophosphatase ■ P2(mol ■ m ~3)
Cl6 Pyrophosphatase ■ P(m ol ■ m ~3)
Cn P(m ol ■ m ~3)
3 .2 .2  E n ergy  E q uations for T em p eratu re  C h ange
The energy equations th a t predict the change in the  tem perature  of the glass 
microscope slide, the fluid channel, the glass coverslip, and the therm opile can be 
w ritten as follows:
' • € - w  ■ * & > •  <•“ >
where Tf, 7 / ,T 2, and Ts are tem peratures of the  glass microscope slide, the fluid 
channel, the glass coverslip, and the thermopile, respectively; p is the  density; Cp is 
the heat capacity; and a  is the therm al conductivity. Here, PfC£ is the  effective heat 
capacitance and a f  is the effective heat conductivity of the  fluid.
We assume th a t the system  is well insulated and no heat is lost to  the surround­
ings (adiabatic operation). Furtherm ore, the interface between the  layers is assumed 
to be in perfect therm al contact. Thus, the boundary and interfacial conditions can 
be w ritten as
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(3.25)
at z  — L\  +  L 2 +  L 3  +  Z/4 ,   — 0 ; (3.26)
at x  = 0
d i \  m 2  o t s
d x  d x  dx (3.27)
m \  _  8 T 2  _  d T f  __ d l \
(3.28)dx  d x  d x  d x
The initial condition for tem peratures of the  glass microscope slide, th e  fluid channel, 
the glass coverslip, and the thermopile is assumed to be the am bient tem perature, 
th a t is
In this section, a more sophisticated three dimensional model will be proposed. 
This model considers the convection diffusion process of the fluid flows through the 
microchannel, the chemical reaction in the  reaction zone and the energy equations 
for tem perature change in three dimensions. The structu re  of the model is shown in 
Figure 3.4.
3.3.1 D iffusion  E q uations
In order to optimize the concentrations of enzymes and geom etry of the DNA 
sequencing system, we first assume th a t the  concentrations of the reactan ts only vary 
in the x  and z directions, which is illustrated in Figure 3.5. The diffusion equation
7 '"
where T,'x  is the  surrounding tem perature.
3.3 3D  M a th em a tica l M od el
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F igu re 3.4: 3D structure of the conceptual microfluidic DNA sequencing device.
for polymerase or dN T P is:
d C  dC  d 2C  
+  v —  = D- (3.29)
dt d x  d z 2 ’
where v is the flow ra te  for inlet 2, and D  is the  diffusivity of Polymerase or dNTP. 
The initial concentrations at each point is assumed to be 0. At the reaction surface, 
the incoming Polymerase and dN T P arc consumed by the  reaction, so the boundary 
condition at a < x  < b, z = L x +  L 2  is
dC^  =  0 , at tim e step 2 n — 1 ,
(3.30)
C — 0 , a t tim e step 2 n. 
where n — 1, 2, 3.... The boundary conditions for the o ther sides of the fluid channel
arc
a t x  = 0 , C  =  Cq]
dC  nat x  =  o, —— =  0 ;
dx
9C  nat z = L lt —  =  0; 
dz
dCat z =  L\  +  L 2, 0 < x  < a, —— =  0.
dz
(3.31)
(3.32)
(3.33)
(3.34)
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F igure 3.5: Diffusiori model of the laminar flow stream.
3 .3 .2  G overn in g  E q u ation s for C h em ica l R ea c tio n
Here, we also ignore the thickness of the DNA tem plate and hence the reaction 
occurs only a t the interface between the fluid and the  DNA tem plate (i.e. the  reaction 
surface as shown in Figure 3.4), and we assume th a t concentrations of the reactants 
only vary a t the y  direction. Therefore, the  governing equations for chemical reaction 
in the 3-D model are the same as Equations (3.1)-(3.17) in the 2-D model.
3.3 .3  E n ergy  E q u ation s for T em p eratu re  C h an ge
The energy equations in this section predict the tem perature change of the 
reaction zone in three dimensions. The 3D model of the reaction zone for tem perature 
change is composed of six parts: the glass microscope slide, the fluid channel over the 
immobilized DNA tem plate and the m easuring junctions of the therm opile, the  buffer 
solution flow over the two reference junctions of the  thermopile, the  glass coverslip, 
and the therm opile, as shown in Figure 3.6. Here, we use water as the buffer solution. 
Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3 in the last section show the front view of the reaction zone. 
Figure 3.7 is a side view of the reaction zone in the  3-D model, and the cross section 
is cut from the middle of the reaction zone in the x  direction. Figure 3.8 is a top view
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of the reaction zone in the 3-D model, and the cross section is cu t from the middle 
of the fluid channel in the 2  direction.
Glass slide
- 4 — Buffo: solution 2 
Micro fluid channel 
Buffer solution 1 
Thermopile Glass coverslip
F igure 3.6: The structure of reaction zone in 3D model.
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F igu re 3.7: Side view o f  reaction zone in  3D model.
The energy equations th a t predict the change in th e  tem perature of the glass 
microscope slide, the fluid channel, the buffer solutions, the  glass coverslip, and the 
thermopile can be w ritten as follows:
r , d T x 
PiCp —  =  ffll
pv dt +U dx
p wc ;
d 2 T x d 2 T x d 2 T x
+ +
d x 2  d y 2 d z 2  
d2Tr
+  -7TK- +
„ f .dTf  dTf  ,d 2 Tf  f  d 2 Tf
dt
d x 2  d y 2  d z 2 
d 2 T„, d 2 T„ d 2 T„. „
d x 2 + d y 2 + d z 2
(3.35)
(3.36)
(3.37)
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F ig u re  3.8: Top view o f  reaction zone in 3D model. 
r ,2 dT '2 , d 2 T 2  , 8 2 T 2  _ d 2 T2^
PiCp Qt a2( +  Q y 2  +  Q z 2 ),
r j T T s _ t d 2 Ts . d 2 Ts , c)2 T ^
ps p dt  a *{ dx 2  d y 2  d z 2  1
(3.38)
(3.39)
where Tx, T /, T,„, T2, and Ts are tem peratures of the glass microscope slide, the 
fluid channel over the immobilized DNA tem plate and the  measuring junctions of 
the therm opile, the fluid channel over the two reference junctions of the thermopile, 
the glass coverslip, and the thermopile, respectively; p is the density; Cv is the 
heat capacity; and a  is the therm al conductivity. Here, p/Cf, is the effective heat 
capacitance and a f  is the effective heat conductivity of the  fluid. The param eter 
values for the buffer solution are the same as the  param eter values for the fluid 
channel. The reason why we trea t them  as different parts is tha t alternative buffer 
solutions can be tested in the future to optimize the performance of this sequencing 
method.
Wc assume th a t the system  is well-insulated and no heat is lost to the sur­
roundings (adiabatic operation). The interface between the  layers is assumed to be
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in perfect therm al contact. Thus, the boundary and interfacial conditions can be 
written as
a t * =  0, =  0; (3.40)
OT B T
a t 2  — L \ (fluid channel part), cy — -  =  cr r , T \ — T f \ (3.41)
d z  d z
d T  d T
at 2  =  L \ (buffer solution part), cri —— =  aw—— , T i = T w\ (3.42)
oz  o z
B T  BT dC
at z — Li + Z/2(fluid channel part), o2— ^  — Of-rr-  =  A H d n a —t t > Tr — T2;oz oz at
(3.43)
B'T BTP
at z = L i + L2(buffer solution pa rt), <r2—— =  Tw = T 2 ; (3.44)
Oz Oz
BT b t
a t 2  =  L 1 +  L 2  +  L3, ^ 9 7 = ^ 5 7 - T2  =  Ts; (3.45)
dr.
at z — L \  +  L 2  +  Z/ 3  +  Z/4 , —— =  0; (3.46)
Oz
<Ei -  -
~  d x  ~  d x  _ U ’ ’
(3.47)
a t x =  b, =  (3.48)
=  0; (3.49)
Tw; (3.50)
dTi _ m d T f _ sr.
dx dx d x d x
m dTw _ m _ &T,
dy dy dy dy
dTw dT f
> Tf  =® w dy " ’ d y
a t y  =  L 5  +  L6, =  r r / ^ ,  7> =  T*,; (3.51)
or a. r dTl -  ^  ^  -  n ro ^at y — 2 L 5  +  L6, —— — —— — —— — - — 0. (3.52)
dy  dy dy dy
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The initial conditions for tem peratures of the glass microscope slide, the fluid channel, 
the buffer solutions, the glass coverslip, and the therm opile are assumed to be the 
ambient tem perature, tha t is
TO   7^ 0   rpO   7-TO   TrO   rp
1 —  1  F  ~~ 1  w  ~~ 1 2  —  1 S  ~  1  c0 1
where Tx  is the surrounding tem perature.
So far, we have described the problem under consideration in detail and 
presented both  the 2-D and the 3-D m athem atical m odel with the boundary and 
intcrfacial conditions and initial conditions for therm oelectric DNA sequencing. In 
the next chapter, we will develop the numerical m ethod for solving these m athem atical 
models.
C H A PTER  4
NUM ERICAL M ETH O D
4.1  N u m erica l M eth o d  for 2D  M od el 
4.1 .1  N u m erica l M eth o d  for C h em ica l R e a c tio n  S ystem
Since Equations (3.1)-(3.17) are a system of ordinary differential equations, it 
is convenient to use the Range-K utta m ethod to  solve the  chemical reaction system. 
However, the solution for this system is numerically unstable, unless the step size is 
taken to be extremely small. Therefore, we consider this system as a stiff system. For 
efficiency concerns, we use the existing module o d e l5 s  designed for stiff systems of 
differential equations in the software MATLAB to  solve the  chemical reaction system.
4 .1 .2  F in ite  D ifference Schem e for E n ergy  E q u ation s
Because the geometry of the therm oelectric device is rectangular th in  films, it 
is convenient to employ the finite difference m ethod to solve Equations (3.18)-(3.21). 
Note th a t the  film and the fluid channel have a  high aspect ratio  (length /w id th  vs. 
thickness, implying th a t the mesh ratio for the numerical scheme is very high). This 
requires th a t the developed finite difference scheme m ust have a strong stability in 
order to prevent the solution from diverging. To this end, we first design a mesh as 
shown in Figure 4.1, where A x and A z  are denoted to  be spatial step sizes in x and 
z directions, respectively, such th a t N xA x  = L, and JVi^Az =  L\,  ,/vJ^Az =  L 2.
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N i ^ A z  = L 3, and A z  =  L4. We further denote to  be the numerical
approxim ation for T i( iA x ,  j A z ,  n A t ) ,  where Af is a  tim e step, and i, j , n  are integers. 
Similar notations are used for other variables.
------- -------- 1
V i- 1 * )  '
........................ ........................... ......... ....... A
' m  *
k . . ................ .......................................... „
0 + l .k )
(U c + 1 )
F igu re 4.1: A 2d cell grid.
We then employ the  Crank-Nicolson m ethod for the interior points in each 
layer to solve Equations (3.18)-(3.21) as follows:
A t
(Tm)i+lj ~  2(7’m) ” ^ 1 +  (Tm)?+1J -  2{Tm) ^  +  (Tm)?_u
P r n C "
+  (Tr,2 A x 2
, (Tm);‘t i!1 -  2(Tm)”+1 +  (Tm) ^
+<rm------------------- — 2-------------------- +  a,
2A x 2
(Tm)l J + 1  -  2(Tmy>j +
2 A z 2
(4.1)
Pf
_ 1  , {Tf y r -  {Tf ) U j „
C“ [ A t  +  2 A x  +  A ;  )J
{Tf ) n h  ~  , (Tf )?+ij -  2(7/)"■ +  {Tf ) U ,
-----------  2 AX2 ------------------- +  ------- ----------------------------------2Ax 2
, (T fK Jlr  ~  2 (T f ) ^ 1 +  (2» ^ 1 _ (Tf ) lJ+l -  2 (7»?J- +  ( 7 ) ) ^  
+CJf------------------ 2 A 2 2   +  a / ----------- 2A z2
(4.2)
where m  =  1 , 2 , and s, respectively.
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The interfacial equations are discretized as
( T m J l t 1 -  ( T m j ‘,0 1 ^  - 1
am i------------ ^ ------------- =  * ------------------ ^ ------------------ , (4.3)
( r mi)"o+ 1  =  (Tm2 ) " ;U ) ;  (4-4)
*1‘VZ
where {mi, m 2 ) — ( / ,  1) a t 2  =  L\  and (m i, m 2 ) =  (s, 2) a t 2  =  L \  +  L 2  +  L 3 ;
And a t 2  =  L \  +  L 2 ,
j  m ) ? r - m w ‘ m ; : T >  -  , * v .
1 7 2 -------------------------- 5 ; ---------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------ s ;  _  - < 4 - 5 >
P i ® 1 =  (I /) ; '* ; ,,;  (4.6)
Furtherm ore, the boundary conditions are discretized using the  first-order Taylor 
series approxim ation:
a t 2  =  0, (T i ) " ^ 1 — (T i)"*1; (4.7)
at 2  -  L, +  L 2  + L 3  +  L 4, (Tsr + \ 3) = ( T s r + U ^ ,  (4-8)
a t x =  0, (TO # 1 =  ( T i ) i j1, (T f ) ^ 1 =  T / \  (4.9)
(Ta) # 1 =  (T2)? + \ ( T X ?  =  ( T X ? - ,  (4.10)
at x  = L, {TiY+y  =  ( T i ) ^ iw ,  ( 7 / ) ^ ,  =  ( T f W h j ,  (4.11)
(T2®  =  ( T a ) ^ ! ^ ,  {T3) ^  = (Ts) t l h j , ; (4.12)
As such, the coefficient m atrix  of the overall linear system for obtaining tem ­
peratures a t the (n +  l) th  tim e step is a diagonal dom inated pentadiagonal m atrix, 
which will guarantee the numerical scheme to be unconditionally stable. Hence, the
linear system can be easily solved using the software MATLAB.
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4.2  N u m erica l M eth od  for 3D  M od el
4 .2 .1  F in ite  D ifference S chem e for D iffusion  E q uations
Because the geometry of the therm oelectric device is comprised of rectangular 
thin films, it is convenient to  employ the finite difference m ethod to  solve the diffusion 
equations and energy equations. Note th a t the  film and  the fluid channel have a 
high aspect ratio (length /w id th  vs. thickness, implying th a t the mesh ratio  for the 
numerical scheme is very high). This requires th a t th e  developed finite difference 
scheme m ust have a strong stability in order to  prevent the solution from diverging. 
To this end, we employ the Crank-Nicolson m ethod for the  interior points in the fluid 
channel to solve Equations (3.29)-(3.34) and for the interior points in each layer to  
solve Equations (3.35)-(3.52) as follows.
For the diffusion Equations (3.29)-(3.34), let A x and Az be the spatial step 
sizes in x and 2  directions, respectively, such th a t N xA x  = L, and iv i^ A z  =  L 2. 
We further denote (C )"fc to be the numerical approxim ation for C ( iA x ,  k A z ,  nA t) ,  
where A t  is a tim e step, and i , k , n  are integers. Similar notations are used for other 
variables. The numerical scheme using the Crank-Nicolson m ethod for the interior 
points in the fluid channel is as follows:
-  ( C m ) l k V  -  { C m ) t U  i C m ) l k - { C m ) U , k ,
A t  2 A x A x  ’
D + (Cm ) £ f c + 1  -  2 (Cm)"fe +
2 1 A z 2  A z 2  h
(4.13)
where m  — 2,4. The boundary conditions are discretized using the  first-order Taylor 
series approximation.
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4 .2 .2  N u m erica l M eth o d  for C h em ica l R eaction  S y stem
The chemical reaction system  in the 3-D model is also solved with the module 
o d e l5 s  in MATLAB. The difference is th a t  the initial value of C2 and C4 at each 
tim e step  is computed by the diffusion process.
4 .2 .3  F in ite  D ifference S chem e for E n ergy  E q u ation s
For the energy Equations (3.35)-(3.52), we need to  generate a mesh for each 
layer as shown in Figure 4.2, where A x ,  A y  and A z  are denoted to  be spatial step 
sizes in x , y  and z directions, respectively, such th a t N xA x  =  L, N ^ A z  — Li, 
N (zf ) A z  = L2, N (zs)A z  = L 3, N (2)A z  -  L4, N ^ A y  -  L5, and A y  = L e.
r(iJ-l
F igure 4.2: A 3d cell grid.
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The numerical scheme using the Crank-Nicolson m ethod for the interior points
in each layer is as follows:
„ m(Trn)Ztl ~ ( T ^
Pmt'p A t
(TrnY^U -  2(Tm)7ll + (Trn)tU  , (W+UM ~ 2( ^ ) ”,,fc + {Tm)U,i,k 
~  ° m 2 A x 2  +<Jm 2A x 2
(Tm)?jh,k -  + ( T ,n ) ^ lhk , (Tm)Zj+hk -  2(Tm) ^ fc +  (Tm) ^ _ ltk
+(Tm 2 A y 2 + arn 2 A y 2
, (Tm ) $ + 1  -  2 (Tm)?+> +  (Tm)”+ L i , ( ^ ) " J,fc+i -  2 ( 7 ^ .  * +  {Tm)thk^
+CTm 2 A z 2  +  am 2 A z 2
(4.14)
)]
. 1  ^ 1 ) 7 ^ 1  -  (Tf )7YlJtk , (7})?...,,,,
^  p A t 2 A x Ax
( r f y ; : u  -  W s Y l ^  +  { T j ) t u  , (Tf)?+hJ,k -  2(Tf )zJik + (Tf yU h k
=  * /  2 ^ 5  + ° j  2 A ^
, ( T , ) ? £ lik -  2(Tf )?j-jl +  ( T » " + \ fc , (Tf ) lj+Uk -  2(Tf ) ' r k +  ( 7 » k _ M
+CT' ----------------------ZAy2  “  +  § A ^
( 7 » ”^ +1 -  2 ( 7 ) ) $  +  ( 7 » $ _ i  , (T f % , k +i ~  2 (2 / )? ^  +  (T /);1,.,...,
+CT/--------------------- 2A ^ ----" ------------+ ----- --------------------2A ^ --------------------
(4.15)
where m =  1 , 2 , to, and s, respectively.
The interfacial equations are discretized as
(T r n X t l  -  CTmJ&O1 _  ( ^ S d " 2 ~  ( ^ S r 2-!(T ri Az 2 Az
r' \n+l   (rp \n-flm ihj ' , 0  — 2 1
where ( m i ,m 2 ) = ( / ,  1 ) at z =  Li(fluid channel part), ( m i ,m 2 ) — ( to ,l)  a t 2  =  
Li (buffer solution part), ( m i ,m 2) — (2 , to) at z — Li +  I/2(buffer solution part) and 
(mi, m 2 ) =  (s, 2 ) at z =  Li  +  L 2  +  T3.
(^ ,m3 )” l’,fc -  (^m3 )"o,fc _ (Tm*h,N™4,k ~  (Tnn)itN™4-itk
a m 3  A y  ~  arni A y
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(Tm3) l t l  =  (Tm4) ^ tk, (4.17)
where (m3. m 4) =  ( / ,  w)  a t  y = L 5 and (m3, m 4) =  (u>, / )  a t  y — L 5 +  Le .
And at 2  =  L\  +  L 2 (fluid channel part),
W  -  ( J 4 « J  ,  ( r 'K!.N!'> -  <r' )”l h ' > - 1 ,dO i
^  » /  ^ .
m i s  -  ( n ) " j ; h / . ;  (4 .1 8 )
Furtherm ore, the boundary conditions are discretized using the  first-order 
Taylor scries approximation:
at 2  — 0, (Ti)”4* =  (T i)”t j ;  (4.19)
at z  = L 1 + L 2  + L 3  + L4, (T s ) n + 1  (s) =  (Ts)"+i (4) ; (4.20)
z, j ,Ng  —1
at x =  0, (T1)"+1fe -  ( T t f + l ,  (Tf )n0+;i =  T f ,  (4.21)
( ^ + 1  =  (T2) ^ k , (Tsy ^ k =  (Tsy ^ k, (4.22)
at x =  b„ ( T O t j . k  = (T f)nN+x^  = (4-23)
{T iY t t lk  =  ( !  (4-24)
a t y =  0, (7 \) ;&  =  m ) ^ ,  ( T ^  =  (Tw)"J~l, (4.25)
(^ 2 )”J l  =  (Ts)"+* =  (Ts) " « ;  (4.26)
at y =  2 L 5  +  L6) ( T x ) ^ *  =  (7i)"jv*-i,fc> ( ^ ) ^ , *  =  (4-27)
C ^ , *  =  (T2) ^ ; _ lifc, ( T . ) ^  =  ( r . ) ^ _ l>fc; (4.28)
As such, the coefficient m atrix  of the  overall linear system for obtaining tem ­
peratures a t the (n +  l) th  time step is a diagonal-dom inated pcntadiagonal m atrix,
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which guarantees the numerical scheme to be unconditionally stable. Hence, the linear 
system  can be easily solved using the software MATLAB.
4.3  A lg o r ith m s
The algorithm s for the 2D and 3D model th a t sim ulate the tem pera tu re  change 
in therm oelectric DNA sequencing will be described in th is section.
4 .3 .1  A lg o r ith m  for 2D  M odel
Step 1 . Pre-specify the concentrations o f  reactants on the reaction surface. Pre­
specify the temperature at the given grid points in  Step 1. Pre-specify the temperature 
of the boundaries.
Step 2. Set up the grid size. For efficiency of computation, choose unified A x  
and A z  fo r  all four layers. Set up the time step A t .
Step 3. Solve the chemical reaction system with the module o d e l5 s  in the 
software M A T L A B  and save the concentration (C m ) " + 1  of each grid point at every 
time step.
Step 4- Compute the coefficient of fo r  each grid point from the
governing equations with boundary and interfacial conditions. Set up the coefficient 
matrix A.
Step 5. Put (CmYi+l into the energy equation system, set up the constant vector 
B  and solve the system ATfffi1 =  B  to obtain the updated temperature distribution.
Step 6 . Repeat Step 5 with the requested number o f  time steps.
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4 .3 .2  A lg o r ith m  for 3D  M odel
Step 1 . Pre-specify the concentrations o f  reactants introduced from inlet 2. 
Pre-specify the concentrations of the reactants on the reaction surface. Pre-specify 
the temperature at the given grid points in Step 1 . Pre-specify the temperature at the 
boundaries.
Step 2. Set up the grid size. For efficiency o f  computation, choose unified A x ,  
A y  and A z  fo r  all four layers. Set up the time step A t .
Step 3. For the diffusion equations system, compute the coefficient of 
for each grid point from the governing equations with boundary and interfacial condi­
tions. Set up the coefficient matrix A c and the constant vector B c. Solve the diffusion 
equations system  j4cC ” + 1  =  B c to obtain the updated values and (C'4)”^ 1.
Step 4■ P u l (C 2 )"£X and (C'4 ) " ^ ’ 1 into the chemical reaction system, solve the 
system with the module o d e l5 s  in software M A T L A B  and save the concentration of  
each grid point C"<+1, i = 1,2...17.
Step 5. For the energy equations system, compute the coefficient o /(T m)"t^ for  
each grid point from the governing equations with boundary and interfacial conditions. 
Set up the coefficient matrix A.
Step 6 . Put  (C i ) ” ^ 1 into the energy equations system, set up the constant 
vector B . Solve the energy equations system ATfffi1 — B  to obtain the updated values 
ofT 'ff fi .
Step 7. Repeat Steps 6  with the requested number o f  time steps.
C H A PTER  5 
NUM ERICAL RESULTS
To test our m athem atical models and numerical m ethod, we considered a 2-D 
device and a 3D device, respectively.
5.1 N u m erica l R esu lts  for 2-D  M odel
For the 2-D model, the rates for kinetic m echanism  of Klenow fragment poly­
merase arc listed in Table 5.1, while the rates for kinetic mechanism of pyrophos­
phatase are listed in Table 5.2. The initial concentration of each reactan t is listed in 
Table 5.3. The dimension of the device is listed in Table 5.4 and the param eters for 
the energy equations are listed in 5.5.
In our com putation, we first chose a mesh of 125x279, where Aa; =  0.05 mm 
and A z  = 0.005 mm based on the dimension of the  2-D device listed in Table 2. As 
a result, there arc 25,000 (125x200) grid points in the glass microscope slide, 2,500 
(125x20) grid points in the fluid channel layer, 4,250 (125x34) grid points in the glass 
coverslip, and 3,125 (125x25) grid points in the therm opile layer. Furtherm ore, A t  
was chosen to  bc 0 . 0 0 1  seconds in the com putation.
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T a b le  5.1: Rates for  kinetic mechanism o f Klenow fragment polymerase.
Reaction rate Forward and reverse constants Units
k®NA 1 . 2  x 1 0 4 M ~ x ■ s~ l
k °NA 0.06 s ~ l
p d N T P 1 . 0  x 1 0 4 M ~ x ■ s - 1
k drf TP 50 s _ 1
&3 50 s _ 1
k - 3 3 S_ 1
A-4 150
fc_ 4 37.5 s ~ 4
k$ 15 s ' 1
k-5 15 s~x
1150 s ~ x
5 x 103 M ~ x ■ s - x
T a b le  5.2: Rates fo r  kinetic mechanism o f pyrophosphatase.
Reaction rate Forward and reverse constants Units
ki 3.8 x 105 M ~ x ■ s~ x
k 2 4100 s~x
kA 2 2 0 0 s~x
kg 34 s~x
k§ 3 x 102 M ~ x ■ s~ x
k~i 3300 s - x
k& 0 s~x
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T able 5.3: Initial concentration o f each reactant.
Concentrations Values Units
c x 104 x 10“ 3 mol ■ m ~ 3
c 2 3.6 mol ■ m ~ 3
c 3 0 m ol ■ m ~ 3
C 4 14 mol ■ m - 3
C 5 0 m ol ■ m ~ 3
C 6 0 mol ■ m ~ 3
C 7 0 mol ■ m ~ 3
C 8 0 mol ■ m ~ 3
C 9 0 mol ■ m ~ 3
Cio 0 mol ■ m ~ 3
C n 0 mol ■ m ~ 3
C \ 2 60 x 1 0 " 3 mol ■ m ~ 3
C Vi 0 mol ■ m ~ 3
C\4 0 mol ■ m ~ 3
C l5 0 mol ■ m ~ 3
C l6 0 mol ■ m ~ 3
T able 5.4: Dimension of the 2-D device.
Symbols Param eters Values Units
U Glass slide thickness 1 . 0  x 1 0 ~ 3 m
l 2 Channel height 0 . 1  x 1 0 ~ 3 m
l 3 Glass cover slip thickness 0.175 x 10- 3 m
u K apton thickness 0.125 x 10- 3 m
L Reaction zone length 6.25 x 10“ 3 m
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T able 5.5: Values o f parameters in energy equations.
Symbols Param eters Values Units
Glass Slide Glass
Pi Glass density 2 . 6  x 1 0 3 kg ■ m ~ 3
C p Glass heat capacity 837.36 m 2  ■ K - 1 ■ s - 2
Ol Glass therm al conductivity 0.96 m  ■ kg • K ~ l ■ s ~ 3
Fluid W ater
Pf W ater density 1 . 0  x 1 0 3 kg ■ m ~ 3
c l W ater heat capacity 4181.3 m 2  ■ K ~ l ■ s~2
°S W ater therm al conductivity 0.606 m  ■ kg ■ K ~ l ■ s ~ 3
Glass Covcrslip Glass
P2 Glass density 2 . 6  x 1 0 3 kg ■ m ~ 3
c 2P Glass heat capacity 837.36 m 2  ■ K ~ l ■ s ~ 2
o 2 Glass therm al conductivity 0.96 m  ■ kg ■ K ~ l ■ s~3
Thermopile K apton
Ps K apton density 1.42 x 103 kg ■ m ~~3
C s'-'p K apton heat capacity 1089.0 m 2  ■ K ~ l ■ s ~ 2
K apton therm al conductivity 0.155 m  ■ kg ■ K ~ l ■ s - 3
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5.1 .1  N u m erica l R esu lts  for C on cen tra tion s o f R e a c ta n ts
Figure 5.1 shows the sim ulation results of concentrations of the reactants 
within 0.02 seconds, and Figure 5.2 shows the sim ulation results of concentrations 
of the reactants w ithin 2  seconds. From these two figures, one may see th a t DNA„ 
(Ci) changes rapidly w ithin one second, implying the rap id  incorporation of dN TP 
(C4) and the resulting production of DNAn+i (Cn), and the inorganic phosphate 
which releases the therm al energy. Figure 5.2 also shows tha t Polymerase-DNA„+i 
(C9) complex form ation is complete in less than  0.5 seconds.
120 ci
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
Cl
cs
C9
CIO
Cll
C12
C13
C14
C15
C16
C17
100
C
80c
o
5
= 60
40
20
0.005 0.01 
Time (s)
0.015 0.02
F igure 5.1: Concentration o f reactants within t = 0 to t — 0.02 seconds.
5 .1 .2  N u m erica l R esu lts  for T em perature D is tr ib u tio n
Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show the  tem perature profiles of the glass microscope slide, 
the fluid channel, the glass coverslip, and the therm opile versus tim e. Here, T\, T f ,T 2  
were chosen at the center of each layer, and Ts was chosen a t the center of the bottom
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00
.2  150
100 -
50
0.5
Time (s)
F igu re 5.2: Concentration o f reactants within t — 0 to t = 2 seconds..
of the thermopile. From Figure 5.4, we can sec th a t the tem perature a t the center 
of the fluid channel (Ts) increases around 0.9 mK, the tem perature  in the bottom  
of the therm opile (Ts) increases around 0.5 mK following nucleotide incorporation. 
The therm opile tem perature reaches its maximum in 0.17 seconds and decreases to a 
steady-state in approxim ately 2.5 seconds.
Figure 5.5 shows the contours of tem perature distributions a t t = 0.02, 0.1, 
0.17, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, and 2.5 seconds, which were obtained based on the mesh of 
125x279. From this figure, one may see th a t when the  nucleoside is complemen­
tary  to  the next base in the DNA tem plate, polym erization occurs, lengthening the 
complementary polymer and releasing therm al energy. T he released therm al energy 
increases the tem perature of the DNA tem pla te /p rim cr/support complex causing 
first a transfer of therm al energy from the reaction zone to  the fluid flowing in the
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F ig u re  5.3: Temperature changes within t = 0 to t = 0.2 seconds.
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F ig u re  5.4: Temperature changes within t — 0 to t — 2.5 seconds.
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lam inar flow and the glass coverslip (Figure 5.5(a)). The therm al energy then transfers 
through the glass coverslip to the therm opile (Figures 5.5(b)-5.5(c)). The maximum 
tem perature reaches the bottom  of the therm opile (Figure 5.5(c)). Afterwards, the 
whole system  cools down because the coming and cooler fluid is flowing through 
the channel and carrying out the heat (Figures 5.5(d)-5.5(h)). Such a tem perature 
change can be detected by correlating the  thermopile emf change in a null voltmeter. 
This indicates th a t the thermoelectric conceptual device for sequencing DNA may be 
feasible for identifying specific genes in individuals.
Length (mm) Length  (m m )
Length (mm) L ength  (m m )
( d )
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(f)
Length (mm) 
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Length (mm)
F ig u re  5.5: Contours of the temperature distributions at (a) t — 0.02 seconds, (b) t 
= 0.1 seconds, (c) t — 0.17 seconds, (d) t = 0.25 seconds, (e) t — 0.5 seconds, (f) t 
— 1 second, (g) t = 2 seconds, (h) t — 2.5 seconds.
5 .1 .3  C h e c k in g  th e  G r id  In d e p e n d e n c e
Furtherm ore, we doubled the grid points in the  mesh to  be 250x558 and 
500x1116, respectively, in our com putation. Figures 5.6-5.9 shows th a t  there are no 
significant differences in the solutions obtained based on these three meshes, indicating
th a t the solution is independent of the mesh size.
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F ig u re  5.6 : Comparison o f the temperature change at the middle point o f glass
microscope slide at T=2.5 s using three meshes.
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F ig u re  5.7: Comparison o f the temperature change at the middle point o f fluid
channel at T=2.5 s using three meshes.
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F ig u re  5.8: Comparison o f the temperature change at the middle point o f glass
coverslip at T —2.5 s using three meshes.
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F ig u re  5.9: Comparison of the temperature change at the middle point o f thermopile 
at T=2.5 s using three meshes.
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5.2 N u m erica l R e su lts  for 3 -D  M odel
For the 3-D model, the rates for kinetic m echanism  of Klenow fragment poly­
merase, rates for kinetic mechanism of pyrophosphatase and initial concentration of 
each reactan t are same as the 2-D model, which are listed in Table 5.1, Table 5.2 and 
Table 5.3. The dimension of the 3-D device and values of param eters arc listed in 
Table 5.6 and Table 5.7.
T able 5.6: Dimension of the 3-D device.
Symbols Param eters Values Units
u Glass slide thickness 1.0 x 10“3 m
l 2 Channel height 0.1 x 10~3 m
L 3 Glass coverslip thickness 0.175 x 10~3 rn
u K apton thickness 0.125 x 10~3 m
L Reaction zone length 6.25 x 1 0 '3 m
£ 5 Buffer solution w idth 4.5 x 10“ 3 m
u K apton width 3 x IQ"3 m
In our com putation, we chose a mesh of 6500x56, where A x  =  0.05 mm and 
A z  = 0.025 mm, for diffusion equations, Equations (3.29) to (3.34). On the other 
hand, we chose a mesh of 125x25x56, where A x =  0.05 mm and A z  — 0.025 mm, 
for the energy equations, Equations (3.35)-(3.52). Furtherm ore, A t  was chosen to  be 
0.001 seconds in the computation.
5.2.1 N u m erica l R esu lts  for T em p eratu re  D is tr ib u tio n
Figure 5.10 shows the tem perature profiles of the  glass microscope slide, the 
fluid channel, the glass coverslip, and the therm opile versus time. Here, T), 7 / , 7-2
Table 5.7: Values o f  param eters  in energy equations.
Symbols Param eters Values Units
Glass Slide Glass
Pi Glass density 2 . 6  x 1 0 3 kg ■ m ~ 3
C 1 Glass heat capacity 837.36 m 2  • K - 1 ■ s - 2
Glass therm al conductivity 0.96 m  ■ kg ■ K ~ l ■ s - 3
Fluid W ater
Pi W ater density 1 . 0  x 1 0 3 kg ■ m " 3
c l W ater heat capacity 4181.3 m 2  • K ■ s~2
as W ater therm al conductivity 0.606 m  ■ kg ■ K ~ l ■ s - 3
Buffer solution W ater
PS W ater density 1 . 0  x 1 0 3 kg ■ m ~ 3
c l W ater heat capacity 4181.3 m 2 ■ K ~ l ■ s~2
° f W ater therm al conductivity 0.606 m  ■ kg ■ K ~ l ■ s ~ 3
Glass Coverslip Glass
P2 Glass density 2 . 6  x 1 0 3 kg ■ m ~ 3
C 2 ^ p Glass heat capacity 837.36 m 2 ■ K ~ l ■ s~2
Ol Glass therm al conductivity 0.96 m  ■ kg ■ K ~ l ■ s - 3
Thermopile K apton
Ps K apton density 1.42 x 103 kg ■ m ~ 3
C s'- p K apton heat capacity 1089.0 m 2 ■ K • s~2
^ 6 K apton therm al conductivity 0.155 m  ■ kg ■ K ~ l ■ s ~ 3
56
were chosen at the center of each layer, and Ts was chosen a t the center of the bottom  
of the thermopile.
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F ig u re  5.10: Temperature change at the middle point o f each layer (as shown in  
points A , B, C, and D in Figure 3,5) at T  — 12 s using a mesh o f 125x 25x 56.
From Figure 5.10, we can see th a t the tem peratu re  a t the  center of the 
fluid channel (Ts) increases around 0.6 mK, the tem perature (Ts) in the bottom  
of the therm opile increases around 0.5 mK following nucleotide incorporation. The 
thermopile tem perature reaches its maximum in 1 . 2  seconds and decreases to  a steady- 
state  in approxim ately 4 seconds.
Figure 5.11 shows the voltage generated by the thermopile in one experiment. 
By dividing the voltage to the Seebeck coefficient (7.33uV/m K) of the  therm opile, the 
highest tem perature change in this experiment is 0.34 mK, The therm opile tem pera­
ture reaches its maximum in 1  second and decreases to  a steady-state in approxim ately
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4 seconds, which is close to  the simulation result. This result shows th a t compared 
with the 2-D model, with consideration of the  diffusion process, the  tem perature 
change is milder and is closer to  the real case.
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F ig u re  5.11: The voltage generated by the thermopile in one experiment.
Figures 5.12-5.14 show the contours of tem pera tu re  distributions a t t =  8 , 
8.5, 8.75, 9, 9.225, 10, 11, and 12 seconds from three different angle-views, which 
were obtained based on the mesh of 125x25x56. From these figures, one may see 
th a t wrhen the  nucleoside is complementary to the  next base in the DNA tem plate, 
polymerization occurs lengthening the complementary polymer and releasing ther­
mal energy. The released therm al energy increases the  tem perature of the DNA 
tem pla te /p rim er/support complex causing first a  transfer of therm al energy from the 
reaction zone to the fluid flowing in the  lam inar flow and  the glass coverslip. The 
therm al energy then transfers through the glass coverslip to the therm opile. After
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the maximum tem perature reaches the bottom  of the therm opile, the whole system 
cools down because the coming and cooler fluid is flowing through the channel and 
carrying out the heat. Such a tem perature change can be detected by correlating the 
thermopile cmf change in a null voltm eter. This indicates that the therm oelectric 
conceptual device for sequencing DNA m ay be feasible for identifying specific genes 
in individuals.
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(e) (f)
F ig u re  5.12: Contours o f temperature distributions at the xz-cross section (y — 
6 m m ) at (a) t — 8.5 seconds, (b) t — 8.75 seconds, (c) t — 9 seconds, (d) t — 9.225 
seconds, (e) t = 10 seconds, (f) t — 11 seconds.
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(e ) ( f)
F ig u re  5 .13: Contours o f temperature distributions at the xy-cross section (z = 
0.55m m ) at (a) t = 8.5 seconds, (b) t =  8.75 seconds, (c) t — 9 seconds, (d) t = 
9.225 seconds, (e) t = 10 seconds, (f)  t = 11 seconds.
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Length im n nl e n g th  tram .)
Length (nu n)Length im m )
le n g th  { m a il Length (m m )
(e) (f)
F ig u re  5.14: Contours o f temperature distributions at the yz-cross section (x — 
3.125m m ) at (a) t — 8 seconds, (b) t — 8.75 seconds, (c) t — 9.225 seconds, (d) t — 
10 seconds, (e) t — 11 seconds, ( f)  t = 12 seconds.
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5 .2 .2  C h e c k in g  th e  G r id  In d e p e n d e n c e
Furthermore, we changed the grid points in the mesh to be 250x50x112 and 
200x25x56, respectively, in our com putation. Figure 5.15 shows th a t  there are no 
significant differences in the solutions obtained based on these three meshes, implying 
th a t the solution is independent of the mesh size.
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F ig u re  5.15: Comparison o f the temperature change at the middle point o f (a) glass 
microscope slide (point A in Figure 3.5), (b) fluid channel (point B  in Figure 3.5), 
(c) glass coverslip (point C in Figure 3.5), and (d) thermopile (point D in Figure 3.5) 
at T  — 12 s using three meshes.
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5.3  N u m e ric a l  R e s u lts  fo r P a r a m e te r  T e s tin g
Finally, we varied operational param eters and miorofluidic device design vari­
ables in the numerical model, including the initial concentration of DNA„ (C i), the 
height of fluid channel, the m aterial for microscope slide and coverslip (use PVC 
instead of glass), the  volumetric flow ra te  and the  concentrations of Pyrophosphatase. 
Comparison of tem perature changes a t the middle point of each layer w ith different 
param eters can be seen in Figures 5.16-5.20.
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F ig u re  5.16: Results of the temperature change in (a) microscope slide, (b) fluid  
channel, (c) cover slip, and (d) therm,opile with three different values fo r  initial 
concentrations of D N An (C l).
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Figure 5.16 shows the tem perature changes in each layer w ith three different 
values for initial concentrations of DNAn (C l), which arc 52 um ol/L , 104 um ol/L 
and 208 um ol/L , respectively.
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F ig u re  5 .17: Results of the temperature change in the microscope slide, the fluid  
channel, the cover slip and the thermopile with three different initial concentrations 
of Pyrophosphatase (C12).
Figure 5.17 shows the tem perature changes in each layer w ith three different 
values for initial concentrations of Pyrophosphatase (C12), which are 30 um ol/L , 60 
um ol/L  and 120 um ol/L, respectively.
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F ig u re  5.18: Results o f the temperature 
channel, the cover slip and the thermopile 
slide and the coverslip, where the values 
conductivity o f 0.96 W /m K , heat capacity 
the values o f the parameters for P V C  are 
capacity o f 0.9 kJ/kgK , and density of 1.3
^  0.6
( d )
change in the microscope slide, the fluid  
with different materials fo r  the microscope 
of the parameters fo r  glass are thermal 
o f 0.84 kJ/kgK , density o f 2.6 g /cm 3, and 
thermal conductivity o f 0.25 W /m K , heat 
5 g /cm 3.
Figure 5.18 shows the tem perature changes in each layer w ith different, ma­
terials for the microscope and the coverslip, which uses PVC as an alternative to
glass.
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F ig u re  5.19: Results of the temperature change in the microscope slide, the fluid  
channel, the cover slip and the thermopile with three different heights o f the fluid  
channel (h).
Figure 5.19 shows the tem perature changes in each layer w ith three different 
heights of channel, which are 0.05 mm, 0.1 mm and 0.2 m m, respectively.
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F ig u re  5 .20: Results o f the temperature change in the microscope slide, the fluid  
channel, the cover slip and the thermopile with three different volumetric flow rates
(Q b
Figure 5.20 shows the tem perature changes in each layer w ith three different 
volumetric flow rates (Q), which are 25 uL /m in , 50 uL /m in  and 100 uL /m in , respec­
tively.
From these figures, it is noted tha t the tem peratu re  change is in direct propor­
tion to  the initial concentrations of DNAn. By changing glass to PVC, the highest 
tem perature change in thermopile can get to over 0.7 mK. The height of channel can 
slightly influence the tem perature change of each layer, while the initial concentration
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of Pyrophosphatase and the volumetric flow ra te  do not have visible influence on 
tem perature change.
In this chapter, the numerical results for the 2-D and 3-D models were pre­
sented. It was shown that the tem perature change in thermopile can get to 0.45 
mK, and this result can be optimized by specifying im portan t DNA sequencer design 
param eters. This indicates th a t the therm oelectric conceptual device for sequencing 
DNA may be feasible for identifying specific genes in individuals.
C H A PTER  6 
CONCLUSION A N D  FU TU R E W ORKS
6.1 C on clu sion
In this study, wc have proposed both 2-D and 3-D m athem atical models 
th a t govern the  unsteady-state dynamics and chemical reaction kinetics of a laminar 
flow, microfluidic, thermoelectric, DNA sequencing device with a reaction zone th a t 
contains DNA tem plate/prim er complex immobilized to  the surface of the lower 
channel wall. The 2-D model is composed of the chemical reaction in the reaction 
zone and the tem perature distribution in a  cross-section of the device, while the 3-D 
model is composed of the convection diffusion process of the  fluid flows through the 
microchannel, the chemical reaction in the reaction zone and the energy equations 
for tem perature change in three dimensions. In bo th  the  2-D and 3-D models, the 
chemical reaction equations are solved with the o d e l5 s  solver in MATLAB. The 
diffusion equations in the 3-D model and the energy equations in the  2-D and 3-D 
models are solved using the Crank-Nicolson method.
Concentrations of reactants and the tem perature distribution in the 2-D and 3- 
D models arc obtained. Numerical results show th a t  concentration of DNAn changes 
rapidly within one second, implying the rapid incorporation of dN TP and the resulting 
production of DNA n + 1  and inorganic phosphate which releases the therm al energy.
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The released therm al energy increases the tem perature of th e  DNA tem pla te /p rim er/- 
support complex causing first, a transfer of therm al energy from the  reaction zone to 
the fluid flowing in the laminar flow and the glass coverslip. The therm al energy 
then transfers through the glass coverslip to  the bo ttom  of the therm opile, causing a 
tem perature change of around 0.5 mK. Such a tem pera tu re  change can be detected 
by correlating the thermopile emf change in a null voltm eter. This indicates th a t the 
therm oelectric conceptual device for sequencing DNA m ay be economically feasible 
for identifying specific genes in individuals. Also, varied operational param eters and 
microfluidic device design variables in the numerical model are tested  to  optimize the 
performance of the therm oelectric method.
6 .2  F uture W orks
Future research will focus on the following aspects:
(1) As a preliminary work of the param eter test, in this study, we tested five 
operational param eters and microfluidic device design variables. A more comprehen­
sive testing system  may be constructed including the geometry of the  microfluidic 
device, the physical properties of the device, the ra te  of flow through the device, the 
concentration of the reactants and enzymes, and the  kinetics and therm odynam ics of 
DNA polymerization and pyrophosphate hydrolysis.
(2) Optim ization tools such as multiple sta tistics analysis and least squares 
method could be employed to get the best performance of the therm oelectric DNA 
sequencing m ethod.
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(3) In this dissertation, the number of grid points in the x  direction is relatively 
large because the film and the fluid channel have a high aspect ratio . A higher-order 
compact finite difference m ethod could be considered to  reduce the  num ber of grid 
points.
(4) Due to  the large scale of m atrix coefficient, th e  speed of com putation is 
limited. A lternative program ming softwares and algorithm s will be considered for 
more efficiency performance.
A P PE N D IX  A 
SOURCE CODE FOR 2-D MODEL
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/* T h is  program  is m ain .m
c lc  ;
c lo s e  a l l  ; 
t i c
c = z e r o s ( 1 7 , 1 ) ;  
c (1 ,1)  = 104*10" ( —3) ; 
c ( 2 , 1 ) = 1 1 4 * 1 0 “ ( — 3) ;  
c (4 ,1)  = 1 1 4 * 1 0 “ ( —3) ; 
c (12 ,1)  =  60 * 1 0 “( — 3) ; 
l e f t  = 0 ;
r i g h t  = 6 . 2 5 * 1 0 “ ( —3) ; 
b o t t o m  =  0 ;
t op  =  (1 +  0.1 +  0.17 +  0 . 125) *  1 0 ' (  -
T =  0.2;  
d t =  0 . 0 0 1 ;
N T = T /d t ;
L4=0;
L3 =  0 . 1 2 5 * 1 0 “ ( —3) ;
L2=L3 +  0 . 17* 1 0 “ ( - 3 )  ;
L l=L 2 +  0 . 1 * 1 0 ' ( - 3 )  ;
[ d c l d t  , d c l O d t ] = C R ( c  , d t  ,T)  ; 
M x _ T f _ e x t r a = 0 ;
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r e s u l t  l = z e r o s ( N T , 4 , 3 )  ; 
r e s u l t  1 l = z e r o s  (NT/  100 ,4 ,3)  ; 
r e s u l t  1 2 = z e r o s  ( N T / 100 ,4 ,3)  ; 
f o r  i i = 1 : 1
dx =  0 . 0 5 * 1 0 * ( - 3 ) / ( 2 A( ii - 1 ) )  ; 
dz =  0 . 0 0 5 * 1 0 ~ ( —3 ) / ( 2 ~ ( i i  —1)) ;
Mx= ( r i g h t  — l e f t )  /  dx ;
Mz_t l  =  ( t o p — L I ) / d z  ;
M z _ t f = r o u n d  (( L I —L2) / d z  ) ;
M z . t 2 = r o u n d  (( L2—L 3 ) / dz ) ;
Mz_ts  =  (L3—L 4 ) /  dz ;
Mz =[ Mz _t l  ; Mz _ t f  ; Mz_t2 ; M z . t s  ] ;
1 1 . o l d = z e r o s  ( Mz _ t l  4-1 ,Mx+l)  ; 
t f _ o l d = z e r o s ( M z _ t f  +  l , Mx+l +Mx_Tf  . e x t r a  ) ; 
t 2 . o l d = z e r o s  ( Mz_t2 +  1 ,Mx+l)  ; 
t s . o l d —z e r o s  ( Mz_ts  +  l , Mx + l )  ;
[ r c s u l t l  (: , i i )  , r e s u l t  1 1  (:  , i i )  , r e s u l t  1 2  ( :  , i i )  , r e s u l t 2  ,
t l . n e w  , t f . n e w  , t 2_new , t s . n e w ] = T 3 ( d x  , dz , d t  ,Mx,Mz,  1 1 . o l d  , 
t f . o l d  , t 2 _ o l d  , t s . o l d  ,NT, d c l d t  , d c l O d t  , M x . T f . e x t r a )  ;
/ * T h i s  p r o g r a m  is C R . m
f u n c t i o n  [ d c l d t  , d c l O d t ] = C R ( c  , d t  ,T)  
t s — 0 : d t : T ;
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[T.Y]  =  ode  15s (SF,  t s  , c ) ;
d c l d t  =  (Y(2:  e n d  , 1 ) —Y (1:  e n d  -  1 , 1 ) )  /  d t  ;
d c l O d t —(Y ( 2  : e n d  , 1  0 ) —Y ( 1 : e n d  — 1 , 1 0 ) )  /  d t  ;
/ * T h i s  p r o g r a m  is F . m
f u n c t i o n  o u t = F ( t , c )
c i n 2 = 2 * 1 0 ' ( - 7 )  ;
c i n 4 = 2 * 1 0 * ( - 8 )  ;
c i n l 0 = 0 ;
c i n l 2  = 0 ;
c i n 13 — 0 ;
ci n 14 = 0 ;
c i n l 5 = 0 ;
c i n  1 6 = 0 ;
c i n  17 = 0 ;
Q = 5 / 6 0 * 1 0 ~  ( —8 ) ;
V = 0 . 9 * 1 0 ‘ ( - 6 )  ; 
k l DNA= 1 .2 * 1 0" (4) ; 
k_lDNA =  0 .06;  
k l dNTP =  l * 1 0 “ (4) ; 
k_ l dNTP =  50; 
k l  = 3 . 8 * 1 0  ~ (5)  ; 
k2 =  4100;
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k3 — 50;
k_3 =3;
k4 =  150;
k_4 =  37.5;
k5 =  15;
k_5 =  15;
k 6  =  3*10~( 2 )  ;
k7 =  3300;
k 8 —0 ;
kA =  2200;
kB=34 ;
k l P P i  =  1150;
k _ l P P i  =  5*10~ (3) ;
o u t  ( 1 , 1  )=—klDNA*c (1 ,1)  *c (2 ,1 )+k_lDNA*c ( 3 , 1 )  ; 
o u t  ( 2 , 1  )=—klDNA*c (1 , 1 ) *c (2 ,1 )+k_lDNA*c ( 3 , 1 ) —klDNA*c (2 , 1)  *c 
( 1 1  , 1  )+k_lDNA*c ( 9 , 1  ) + Q / V * ( c i n 2  —c (2 , 1 ) ) ; 
o u t  ( 3 , 1  )=klDNA*c (1 , l ) * c  (2 ,1 ) - k_ l DNA*c  (3 ,1 ) - k l d N T P * c  (3 , 1)  *c 
(4 , l ) + k . l d N T P * c ( 5  ,1)  ; 
o u t  (4 ,1 )=—kl dNTP*c  (3 , 1)  *c (4 ,1 ) + k - l d N T P * c  (5 ,1 ) + Q / V * ( c i n4  —c
( 4 . 1 ) )  ;
o u t  (5 , l ) = k l d N T P * c ( 3  , l ) * c ( 4  ,1 ) - k . l d N T P * c  (5 , l ) - k 3 * c  (5 , l ) + k _ 3 * c
( 6 . 1 ) ;
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ou t  ( 6  ,1 ) = k 3 * c  ( 5 , l ) - k - 3 * c ( 6 , l )—k4*c  ( 6 , 1  ) +k_4  *c ( 7 , 1 )  ; 
o u t ( 7 , 1  ) = k 4 * c ( 6 , 1 ) — k_4 * c ( 7 , 1 )  — k_5 * c (7 , 1 ) + k 5 * c  ( 8 , 1 )  ; 
o u t  ( 8  ,1 ) = k _ 5 * c  ( 7 , 1 ) —k5*c  ( 8 , 1 ) —k l P P i * c  ( 8 , 1  ) + k _ l P P i * c (9 , 1)  *c
( 1 0 , 1 ) ;
o u t  (9 ,1 ) = k l P P i * c  ( 8 , 1 ) —k_l  P P i  *c ( 9 , l ) * c ( 1 0 , l )—k„lDNA*c (9 ,1 ) +  
k l DNA*c ( 2  , l ) * c ( l l  ,1)  ; 
o u t  ( 10  ,1 ) = k l P P i * c  ( 8 , 1 ) —k A P P i  *c ( 9 , l ) * c ( 1 0 , l ) —k l * c ( 1 0 , l ) * c  
( 1 2 , 1  ) +k2*  c ( 1 3 , 1  )+Q/V*(  c i n l O —c ( 1 0  ,1)  ) ; 
o u t  ( 1 1  , l ) = k _ l D N A * c ( 9  , l ) - k l D N A * c  (2 , 1 ) * c ( l  1 , 1)  ; 
o u t  ( 1 2 , 1 ) —— k l * c ( 1 0 , l ) * c ( 1 2 , l  ) + k 2 * c ( 1 3 , 1 ) + k 7 * c ( 1 6 , 1 ) —k8*c  
( 12  , l ) * c ( 1 7  , 1 ) + Q / V * ( c i n l 2 —c ( 1 2  ,1)  ) ; 
o u t ( 1 3 , l ) = k l * c ( 1 0 , l ) * c ( 1 2 , l ) - k 2 * c ( 1 3 , l ) - k A * c ( 1 3  , 1 ) + k B * c ( 1 4 , 1 )  
+ Q / V * ( c i n l 3 —c ( 1 3 , l ) )  ; 
o u t  ( 14  ,1 )=kA*c ( 1 3 , 1 ) —kB*c ( 1 4 , 1 ) — k3*c  ( 1 4 , 1  )4-k4*c ( 1 5 , 1  )+Q/V* ( 
c i n 14 —c ( 14  ,1)  ) ;
o u t ( 1 5 , 1  ) = k 3 * c ( 1 4 , 1 ) —k 4 * c ( 1 5 , 1 ) — k 5 * c ( 1 5 , 1 ) + k 6 * c ( 1 6  , 1 ) * c ( 17  ,1) 
+ Q / V * ( c i n l 5 —c ( 1 5  , 1 ) ) ; 
o u t ( 1 6 , l ) = k 5 * c ( 1 5 , 1 ) —k 6 * c ( 1 6 , l ) * c ( 1 7 , l ) - k 7 * c ( 1 6 , l ) + k 8 * c ( 1 2  ,1) 
* c ( 1 7  , 1  ) + Q / V * ( c i n l 6 — c (16 , 1 ) ) ; 
o u t ( 17  , l ) = k 5 * c ( 1 5 , l ) - k 6 * c ( 1 6 , l ) * c ( 1 7 , l ) + k 7 * c ( 1 6 , l ) - k 8 * c ( 1 2  ,1) 
* c (17 , 1 ) +Q/ V * ( e i n l 7 —c ( 1 7 , l ) )  ;
/ * T h is  program  is T 3 .m
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f u n c t i o n  [ r e s u l t l  , r e s u l t l l  , r e s u l t  1  2  , r c s u l t 2  . t l . n e w  , t f hnc w , 
t 2 . n c w  , t s _ n e w ] =  T 3 ( d x  , dz , d t  , Mx, Mz, t l _ o l d  , t f _o Id , 1 2 . o l d  , 
t s . o l d  , NT, dc l d t  , d c l O d t  , M x .T f . e x t r a  ) 
t h e g m a l  = 0 . 9 6 ;  
t h c g m a c f  =  0 . 606 ;  
t h c g ma 2  =  0 .96;  
t h e g m a s  =  0 .155 ;  
c p l  = 8 3 7 . 3 6 ;  
c p f  =  4 1 81 . 3 ;  
cp2 =  837 . 36 ;  
cps  =  1089; 
r o l l  = 2 . 6 * 1 0 *  (3)  ; 
r o 1 f =  1 * 1 0 ' ( 3 )  ; 
r o l 2  = 2 . 6 * 1 0 “ (3)  ; 
r o l s  = 1 . 4 2 *  1 0 “ (3)  ; 
r o l f c p f c = r o l f * c p f  ; 
miu =  6.95* 1 0 ' (  —4) ;
T . i n f  =  0;
h i  =  1 1 * 0 . 2 3 9 / 1 0 ;
h2 =  1 1 * 0 . 2 3 9 / 1 0 ;
T f . i n  =0;
T  f_out  =0;
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HDNA=6.699*10~ (3)  ;
HPPi  =  3 . 509*  10 '  (4)  ; 
c = 0 .5;
b m u x . t l —t h e g m a l  / ( r o l l * c p l ) * d t / ( d x ~ 2 ) ; 
b m u z - t l = t h e g m a l  / ( r o l l * c p l ) * d t / ( d z ~ 2 ) ; 
b m u x . t f = t h c g m a e f / ( r o l f c p f e ) * d t / ( d x " 2 ) ; 
b m u z _ t f = t h e g m a e f / (  r o l f c p f e ) * d t / ( d z ~ 2 ) ; 
b m u x - t 2 = t h c g m a 2 / ( r o l 2 * c p 2 ) * d t / ( d x ~ 2 ) ; 
b m u z _ t 2 = t h e g m a 2  / ( r o l 2 * c p 2 ) * d t / ( d z ~ 2 ) ; 
b m u x . t s —t h e g m a s / ( r o l s * c p s ) * d t / ( d x ~ 2 ) ; 
b m u z _ t s = t h c g m a s / ( r o l s * c p s ) * d t / ( d z ~ 2 ) ; 
m i u t x —m i u * d t  / d x  ;
Mz_t  1—Mz( 1) ;
M z . t f = Mz ( 2 )  ; 
Mz_t2=Mz(3)  ;
Mz_t s=Mz( 4)  ;
N l = ( M x - l ) * ( M z . t l  - 1 ) ;  
N f = ( M x - l + M x _ T f _ c x t r a ) * ( M z . t f - l )  ; 
N2=(Mx—1) * ( Mz_t2 — 1) ;
Ns=(Mx—1) * ( Mz_ts  — 1);
N=N 1+ N f+N 2+N s ; 
r h s = z e r o s ( N , 1 ) ;
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A = s p a r s e ( N , N ) ; 
t l _ n o w = z e r o s  ( M z . t l  +  1 ,Mx+l)  ; 
t f _ n e w = z e r o s  ( Mz_ t f  +  1 , Mx + l + Mx _ Tf _ c x t r a  ) ; 
t 2 _ n e w = z e r o s  ( Mz_t2 +  1 ,Mx+l)  ; 
t s _ n e w = z e r o s  ( Mz_ts  +  1 ,Mx+l)  ; 
r c s u l t l = z e r o s ( N T , 4 , 1 )  ; 
r e s u l t  1 1 = z e r o s  ( N T / 1 0 0 , 4 , 1 )  ; 
r e s u I t  1 2 = z e r o s  (NT/  1 00 ,4 ,1)  ;
r e s u l t  2 = z e r o s  ( M z _ t l + 1 + M z _ t f + 1 + M z _ t 2 + 1 + M z _ t s  +  1,NT) ; 
f o r  i =2 : Mx
f o r  j = 2 :M z . t  1
m l = i n d x  ( i , j ,Mx) ;
A ( m l , ml )  = l + 2 * c  * ( b m u x . t  l + b m u z _ t l ) ; 
i f  ( i ~=2 )
m2=i ndx  ( i — 1, j ,Mx) ;
A ( m l , m 2 ) = — c * b m u x _ t l  ;
e n d
i f  ( i'=Mx)
m 2 = i n d x  ( i + 1 , j ,Mx) ;
A( m l  , m 2 ) = - c * b m u x _ t l  ;
e n d
i f  ( j ~ —2)
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m2=i ndx  ( i , j — 1 ,Mx) ;
A ( m l  ,m2)=— c * b m u z _ t l  ;
end
i f  ( j ~ = M z _ t l )
m2=i ndx  ( i , j +1  ,Mx) ;
A ( m l  ,m2)=—c * b m u z _ t l  ;
end
i f  ( j  ——2)
A (ml  , m l ) = A ( m l , m l ) —c * b m u z _ t l  * t h e g m a l  /  ( t h c g m a l +  
t h c g m a c f )  ; 
m2=Nl +Nf —(Mx—l) +  (i —1) ;
A ( m l , m 2 ) = A ( m l , m2)—c * b m u z _ t l  * t h e g m a c f  /  ( t h e g m a l +  
t h c g m a c f )  ;
end
i f  ( i = M x )
A ( m l  , m l ) = A ( m l , m l ) —c * b m u x _ t l  ;
end
i f  ( i = = 2 )
A ( ml  . m l ) = A ( ml  , m l ) —c * b m u x _ t l  ;
end
i f  ( j = M z _ t l )
A ( m l , ml  ) = A ( m l , m l )—c * b m u z A l  ;
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e n d
en d
end
f o r  i = 2 : M x + M x . T f . e x t r a  
f o r  j = 2 : M z _ t f
m l = i n d x ( i  , j  , Mx+Mx_Tf _e x t r a  ) + N l ;
A (ml  ,ml )  = 1 + 2 .  *c * (  b m u x _ t f + b m u z _ t f  ) +c  * m i u t x  ; 
i f  ( i ~=2)
m2=i ndx  ( i — 1, j , Mx+Mx_Tf _c x t r a  ) + N l ;
A ( m l , m2)=— c * b m u x _ t f —c * m i u t x  ;
end
i f  ( i ' = M x + M x _ T f _ c x t r a )
m2=i ndx  ( i + 1 ,  j , Mx+Mx_Tf _e x t r a  ) + N l ;
A ( m l , m2)=—c * b m u x _ t f  ;
end
i f ( r = 2 )
m2 = i n d x ( i  , j  — 1  , Mx+Mx_Tf_ex t r a  ) + N l ;
A ( m l , m2 )=—c * b m u z . t f ;
end
i f  ( j ~ = M z _ t f )
m2=i ndx  ( i , j +1 , Mx+Mx_Tf_ex t r a  ) + N l ;
A ( m l , m2)=— c * b m u z _ t f  ;
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e n d
i f  ( j = M z  _ t f ) &&(i <=Alx+ 1 )
A ( m l , m l ) = A ( m l , m l ) —c * b m u z _ t f * t h c g m a e f / (  t h c g m a l +  
t h e g m a e f )  ; 
m 2 = ( i — 1 ) ;
A ( m l , m 2 ) = A ( m l , m2)—c * b m u z _ t f  * t h e g m a l  /  ( t h e g m a l +  
t h e g m a e f )  ;
end
i f  ( j = = 2 )&&(i<=Mx+l )
A (ml  , m l ) = A ( m l , m l ) —c * b m u z _ t f * t h e g m a e f / (  t h e g m a 2 +  
t h e g m a e f )  ; 
m2=N 1+Nf+N2— (Mx— 1) +  ( i - 1 )  ;
A (ml  , m 2 ) = A ( m l , m2)—c * b m u z . t f  * t he g m a 2  /  ( t h c g m a 2 +  
t h e g m a e f )  ;
end
i f  ( j = M z _ t f ) & & ( i > M x + l )
A ( m l , m l ) —A ( m l , m l ) —c * b m u z _ t f ;
end
i f  ( j = = 2 )& & ( i> M x + l )
A ( m l , m l ) = A ( m l , m l ) —c * b m u z A f ;
end
i f  ( i = M x + M x _ T f _ e x t r a  )
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A( m l  . m l ) = A ( m l , m l ) —c * b m u x . t f  ;
e n d
e n d
end
fo r  i =2:Mx
f o r  j = 2 : M z _ t 2
m l = i n d x ( i  , j  , Mx)+Nl+Nf ;
A (ml  , ml )  =  l + 2 . * c  *( b m u x . t 2 + b m u z _ t 2  ) ; 
i f  ( i ~ = 2 )
m2=i ndx  ( i — 1 , j ,Mx)+Nl+Nf ;
A ( m l , m2)=—c * b mu x _ t 2  ;
end
i f  ( i ‘ =Mx)
m2=i ndx  ( i +  1 ,j ,Mx)+Nl+Nf ;
A( ml  ,m 2 )=—c * b m u x _ t 2  ;
end
i f  ( j '= 2 )
m 2 = i n d x  ( i , j - 1  , Mx) +Nl +Nf ;
A (ml  ,m2)=— c * b m u z _ t 2  ;
end
i f  ( j ~=Mz_t2 )
m 2 ^ i n d x  ( i , j +1  , Mx) +Nl +Nf ;
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A ( m l , m2)=— c * bmuz_ t 2  ;
e n d
i f  ( j = M z _ t 2 )
A( ml  , m l ) = A ( m l , m l ) —c *bmuz _ . t 2* t he gma 2  /  ( t h e g m a 2 +  
t h e g m a e f )  ; 
m2=Nl+( i  — 1) ;
A ( m l , m2)=A.(rnl , m2)—c * b m u z _ t 2  * t h e g m a c f / (  t h e g m a 2 +  
t h e g m a e f )  ;
end
i f  ( j = = 2 )
A (ml  , m l ) = A ( m l , m l ) —c * b m u z _ t 2 * t h e g m a 2 / (  t h e g m a 2 +  
t h e g m a s )  ; 
m 2 =N— (Mx— 1) +  ( i — 1) ;
A ( m l , m 2 ) = A ( m l ,m 2 )—c * b m u z _ t 2 * t h e g m a s / ( t h e g m a 2 +  
t h e g m a s ) ;
end
i f  ( i = M x )
A( ml  , ml ) = A ( ml  , m l ) —c *b mu x _ t 2  ;
end
i f  ( i = = 2 )
A ( ml  ,ml  ) = A ( m l , m l ) —c *bmux_t2  ;
end
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e n d
e n d
fo r  i —2:Mx
fo r  j = 2 : M z _ t s
m l = i n d x ( i  , j ,Mx)+Nl +Nf +N2; 
A ( m l , m l ) = l  +  2 . * c * ( b m u x _ t s + b m u z _ t s ) ; 
i f  ( i - = 2 )
m 2 = i n d x  ( i — 1 , j ,Mx)+Nl+Nf+N2;  
A( m l  , m 2 ) = - c * b m u x . t s  ;
end
i f  ( i~=Mx)
m2=i ndx  ( i +1 ,  j , Mx) +Nl +Nf +N2; 
A ( m l  ,m2)=— c * b m u x _ t s  ;
end
i f  ( j ~=2)
m 2 = i n d x ( i  , j - 1  ,Mx)+Nl+Nf+N2; 
A ( m l  ,m2)——c * b m u z _ t s  ;
end
i f  ( j ~=Mz_t s  )
m 2 = i n d x  ( i , j +1 , Mx)+Nl+Nf+N2; 
A ( m l , m 2 ) = — c * b m u z _ t s  ;
end
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i f  ( j = M z _ t s  )
A ( m l , ml  )=A( m l , m l ) —c * b m u z _ t s  * t h e g m a s /  ( t h e g m a 2 +  
t h e g m a s ) ; 
m2=Nl +Nf+( i  —1) ;
A ( m l  ,m2)==A(ml ,m2)—c * b m u z _ t s  * t h c g m a 2  /  ( t h e g m a 2 +  
t h e g m a s ) ;
end
i f  ( i = M x )
A ( ml  , m l ) = A ( m l , m l ) —c * b m u x . t s  ;
end
i f  ( i = = 2 )
A ( ml  , m l ) =A ( ml  , m l ) - c * b m u x _ t s  ;
end
i f  ( j = = 2 )
A ( m l , m l ) = A  ( ml ,  m l ) —e * b m u z _ t s  ;
end
end
end
fo r  i i = 1  :NT
fo r  i =2 : Mx
fo r  j —2: Mz_t l
m=i ndx  ( i , j ,Mx) ;
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r hs  (m) =  ( 1  — 2 * ( 1  — c ) * ( b m u x _ t l + b m u z _ t l  ) ) * t l _ o l d ( j  , i ) 
+ ( 1 —c ) * b m u x - t l  * ( t l _ o l d ( j  , i —l ) + t l _ o l d ( j  , i + 1 )) 
+ ( 1  —c ) * b m u z _ t l  * ( t l _ o l d ( j  — l , i ) + t l _ o l d ( j + l , i ) ) ;
end
end
f o r  i = 2 : Mx + Mx _ Tf _ e x t r a  
f o r  j —2: M z . t f
n t = i n d x ( i  , j ,Mx+ M x . T f . e x t r a  ) + N l ;
r h s  (m) =  ( 1 —2 * ( 1  — c)  * ( b m u x . t f + b m u z . t f ) )* t f - o I d  (j  , i )  
+ ( l  — c ) * b m u x _ t f * ( t f _ o l d ( j  , i —l ) + t f _ o l d ( j  , i + 1 )) 
+ ( 1  — c ) * b m u z _ t f * ( t f _ o l d ( j — l , i )  +  t f _ o l d ( j + l , i ) ) —c 
* m i u t x * ( t f _ o l d  (j  , i ) —t f _ o l d  (j  , i — 1 )) ; 
i f  j — 2
r h s  ( m) = r h s  (m)—c * b mu z _ t f * H D N A * d c l d t  ( i i ) * d z / (  
t h c g m a 2 + t h c g m a e f ) ;
end
i f ( i = = 2 )
r h s  ( m ) = r h s  ( m ) + c * b m u x _ t f * T f - i n  ;
end
end
end
f o r  i= 2 :M x
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fo r  j = 2 : M z _ t 2
m = i n d x ( i  , j ,Mx)+Nl+Nf ;
r h s  (m) —( 1 —2 * ( 1  — c) * ( b m u x _ t 2 + b m u z _ t 2  ) ) * t 2 _ o l d ( j  , i )
+ ( 1 —c ) * bmux_ t 2  * ( t 2 _ o l d ( j  , i — 1 )+ t 2 _o l d  ( j  , i +  1 ))
+ ( 1  —c ) * b m u z _ t 2 * ( t 2 _ o l d ( j  — l , i ) + t 2 _ o l d ( j + l , i ) )  ; 
i f  j = M z _ t 2
r h s  ( m ) = r h s  (m)—c *bmuz_ t 2*HDNA*dc l d t  ( i i ) *dz  /  ( 
t h e g m a 2 + t h c g m a c f ) ;
e n d
e n d
e n d
f o r  i =2 : Mx
f o r  j —2: Mz_ts
m = d n d x ( i  , j  , Mx)+Nl +Nf +N2;
r h s  (m) —( 1 —2 * ( 1  —c) * ( b m u x _ t s + b m u z _ t s  ) ) * t s _ o l d ( j  , i ) 
+  ( 1 —c ) * b m u x . t s  * ( t s _ o l d  ( j  , i — l ) + t s _ o l d  ( j  , i + 1 )) 
+ ( 1 —c ) *b mu z _ t s  * ( t s _ o l d ( j —l , i ) + t s _ o l d ( j + l , i ) )  ;
e n d
e n d
v a = A \ r h s ;
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fo r  i — 2:Mx
fo r  j = 2 : M z _ t l
m = i nd x  ( i , j ,Mx) ;
1 1  . n e w  ( j , i ) =va  (m) ;
e n d
e n d
f o r  i =2:Mx+Mx_Tf_  e x t r a  
fo r  j = 2 : M z . t f
n t = i n d x ( i  , j  , M x + M x _ T f _ e x t r a ) ; 
t f _ n e w  ( j , i ) = v a ( m f N l ) ;
e n d
e n d
f o r  i =2 : Mx
f o r  j = 2 : M z _ t 2
m=i n d x  ( i , j ,Mx) ;
t 2 _new ( j , i ) =va  ( mf N l + N f ) ;
e n d
e n d
fo r  i =2 : Mx
fo r  j = 2 : M z _ t s
m=i n d x  ( i , j ,Mx) ;
t s _ n c w ( j  , i )—va(m+-Nl+Nf+N2) ;
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e n d
e n d
f o r  i =2 : Mx
t l _ n e w ( l , i )  = ( t h e g m a l  * 1 1  . n e w  ( 2  , i ) + t h e g m a e f  * t f . n e w  ( 
M z . t f  , i ) ) / ( t h e g m a l + t h e g m a e f ) ; 
t f _ n e w ( M z _ t f + l , i ) = t l . n e w ( l  , i )  ;
t f _ n e w ( l , i )  = ( —t h e g m a e f  * t f . n e w  (2 , i )+dz*HDNA* dc 1 d t  ( i i )— 
t h e g m a 2 * t 2 . n e w ( Mz_t2 , i ) ) / (  —t h e g m a e f —t h e g m a 2  ) ; 
t 2 _ n c w ( M z _ t 2  +  l , i ) = t f _ n e w ( l  , i )  ;
t 2 . n e w ( l , i )  = ( t h e g m a 2  * t 2 _ n c w ( 2 , i  ) + t h e g m a s *  t s . n c w  ( Mz_ts  
, i ) ) /  ( t h e g m a s + t h e g m a 2 ) ; 
t s _ n c w ( M z _ t s  +  l , i ) = t 2 _ n e w ( l  , i )  ;
e n d
t f . n e w  (1 , M x + 2 : M x + M x . T f . e x t r a  ) =  t f _ n e w (2 ,Mx+2:Mx+
M x . T f . e x t r a ) ;
t f . n e w  ( M z . t f + 1  , Mx + 2 : M x + M x _ T f _ e x t r a ) = t f _ n e w  ( M z . t f  ,Mx+2:Mx+ 
M x . T f . e x t r a ) ; 
t f . n e w  ( M z . t f + 1  , M x + l ) = t f _ n e w ( M z . t f  , Mx+ l )  ; 
t f . n e w  ( 1  , M x + l ) = t f . n e w  (2 ,Mx+l )  ;
1 1 . ne w ( M z . t  1 + 1  ,: ) = t  1 . ne w ( Mz . t  1 , : ) ; 
t s _ n c w ( l  , : ) = t s _ n e w ( 2 , : )  ; 
t l _ n c w ( :  , l ) = t l . n e w ( :  , 2 ) ;
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t f . n e w  (: , 1  ) = T f . i n  ; 
t 2 _ n e w (: , l ) = t 2 _ n e w( :  , 2 ) ; 
t s . n c w  (: , l ) = t s _ n e w ( :  , 2 ) ; 
t l . n c w  (: , Mx + l ) = + l _ n e w (: ,Mx) ;
t f . n e w  (: , Mx + l + M x _ T f _ e x t r a  ) =  t f _ n e w (: , M x + M x . T f _ e x t r a ) ; 
t 2_ncw (: , M x + l ) = t 2 _ n e w  (: ,Mx) ; 
t s . n e w  (: , M x + l ) = t s _ n e w  (: ,Mx) ;
1 1  _ o l d = t  1  . n e w  ; 
t f _ o l d = t f _ n e w  ; 
t 2 _ o l d = t 2 . n e w  ; 
t s _ o l d = t s . n e w  ;
r e s u l t  1 ( ii ,1 ,1 ) =  t 1 . o l d  ( r o u n d ( M z . t  1  / 2 )  , r o u n d ( M x / 2 )  ) ; 
r cs  u 11 1 ( i i , 2 , l )  =  t f . o l d  ( r o u n d  ( M z . t f / 2 )  , r o u n d  ( Mx/ 2 )  ) ; 
r cs u 11 1 ( i i , 3 , l )  =  t 2 _ o l d (  r o u n d  ( M z . t  2 / 2 )  , r o u n d  ( M x / 2 ) ) ; 
r es u l  1 1 ( i i , 4 j l ) —t s . o l d ( l ,  r o u n d  ( M x / 2 ) )  ; 
i f  m o d ( i i  — 1 , 1 0 0 ) — — 0
r c s u l t l l  ( ( i i  — 1) / 1 0 0  + 1  ,1 ,1 ) = t  1 . o l d  ( round ( M z . t l  /  2 ) , 
r o u n d ( M x / 2 ) ) ;  
r c s u l t l l  ( ( i i  - l ) / 1 0 0 + l , 2 , l ) = t f . o l d  ( round ( M z . t f  / 2 )  , 
r o u n d ( M x / 2 ) ) ;  
r c s u l t l l  (( ii —l ) / 1 0 0 + l , 3 , l )  =  t 2 _old  (round  ( M z . t  2 / 2 )  , 
r o u n d ( M x / 2 ) ) ;
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r c s u l t l l  (( ii —1 ) / 1 0 0 + 1  , 4 ; ! ) —t s . o l d  (1 , r o u n d ( M x / 2 ) ) ;
en d
i f  m o d ( i i  - 5 0 , 1 0 0 ) = = 0
r e s u l t l 2  (( ii  —50) / 1 0 0  +  1 ,1 , l )  =  t l _ o l d  ( r o u n d  ( Mz _ t l  /  2 ) , 
r o u n d ( M x / 2 ) ) ; 
r cs  u 11 1 2 (( ii  —50) / 1 0 0  + 1  ,2 , l )  =  t f _ o l d  ( r o u n d  ( M z _ t f / 2 )  , 
r o u n d ( M x / 2 ) ) ;  
r c s u l t l 2  (( ii - 5 0 ) / 1 0 0  +  l , 3 , l ) = t 2 _ o l d  ( r o u n d  ( M z . t  2 /  2) , 
r o u n d ( M x / 2 ) ) ; 
r e s u l t l 2  (( ii — 5 0 ) / 1 0 0  +  l , 4 , l )  =  t s - o l d  (1 , r o u n d  ( M x / 2 ) )  ;
end
r c s u l  t 2 ( Mz . t  1 + 1 : —1:1,  i i  ) = t l _ o l d  (: , rou n d  (Mx/  2 ) )  ; 
r e s u l t  2 ( M z . t l + M z . t f + 2 :  — 1: M z . t  1 + 2 ,  i i  ) =  t  f . o l d  (: , round  (Mx/2)  
) ;  
r e s u l t  2  ( M z . t l + M z _ t f + M z . t 2  +  3: —l : M z _ t l + M z . t f + 3 ,  i i ) = t 2 . o l d  
(: . r o u n d ( M x / 2 ) );  
r e s u l t  2 ( M z _ t l + M z _ t f + M z . t 2 + M z _ t s + 4 :  — 1 : M z _ t l + M z _ t f + M z . t 2 + 4 ,  
i i  ) = t s _ o l d  (: , r o u n d ( M x / 2 ) );
end
/* T h is  program  is indx .m
f u n c t i o n  o u t = i n d x ( i  ,j  ,Mx) 
o u t  =  (i — l) +  (j —2) *(Mx—1) ;
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/ * T h i s  program  is m a in .m
c l c  ;
c l o s e  a l l  ; 
t i c
fo rm a t  l o n g  ; 
l e f t  = 0 ;
r i g h t  =  1 2 * 1 0 " ( —3) ; 
b o t t o m  =  0 ;
t o p  =  (1 +  0.1 +  0.175 +  0 .125)  * 1 0 " ( - 3 )  ; 
fr  on  t = 0 ;
bac.k =  6 . 2 5 * 1 0 " ( —3) ;
T = 6 0 ;  
d t  = 0 . 0 0 5 ;
N T =T / d t  ;
L 4 = 4 . 5 * 1 0 “ ( — 3) ;
L5=L4 +  3* 10" ( —3) ;
L3 =  0 . 1 2 5 * 1 0 “ ( —3) ;
L2=L3 +  0 . 1 7 5 * 1 0 " ( —3) ;
L1=L2 +  0 .1*10" (  - 3 )  ; 
nn =  0 ;
f o r  i i = 1 : 1
d x = 0 . 25*10" ( —3) /  ( 2 " ( i i  —1)) /  5;
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dy =  0 . 5 * 1 0 ~ ( —3 ) / ( 2 ~ (  ii - 1 ) )  ; 
dz =  0 . 0 2 5 * 1 0 ' ( —3 ) / ( 2 ~ (  ii - 1 ) )  ;
Mx=r ound  (( back  — fr on  t ) / d x ) ;
My=r ound  (( r i g h t  — l e f t  —dy—dy ) /  d y ) ;
Mz =r ound  ( ( t o p —b o t t o m —d z —d z —d z ) / d z  ) ;
M z _ t s = r o u n d  ((  L3—b o t t o m  ) / dz — 1) ;
Mz_t2—r o u n d  ((  L2—L3) /  dz — 1) ;
M z _ t f = r o u n d  ( ( L I —L 2 ) / d z  — 1) ;
M z - t l = r o u n d  ( ( t o p —L I ) / d z  — 1) ;
M y . t l l = r o u n d  (( L4—1 c f t  ) /  dy —1) ;
M y _ t f = r o u n d  ( ( L5—L 4 ) / d y  — 1) ;
My_t  l r —r o u n d  (( r i g h t  —L 5 ) / d y  — 1);
M=[Mx,My,Mz,  Mz_ts , Mz_t2 , Mz_t f  , Mz_t l  , M y _ t l l  , My_t f  , 
M y . t l r ]  ;
Nm=(Mx+l )  * (My+1) * ( M z + 1 ) ; 
d c l d t = C R ( d x  , dz ,Mx, ba c k  , t op  , d t  , NT, T)  ;
[ t _new , t_new_NT , r e l  , r e2 , r e 3 ] = T 3 ( d x  , dy , dz , d t  ,M,NT,  
d c l d t  , ii , nn)  ;
e n d
/ * T h i s  p r o g r a m  is C R . m
f u n c t i o n  d c l d t = C R ( d x  , dz , Mxab,  back  , t o p  , d t  ,NT,T)  
d c 1 1  =  1 0 ;
d x = d x / d c l t ; 
c2_D =  6 . 1 * 1 0 ' (  — 11) ; 
c 2 _ m i u = 0 . 2 5 / 1 8 0 ;  
c 2 _ 1 e f t  = 3 . 6 ;  
c4_D =  5 . 9 * 1 0 ' (  — 10) ; 
c 4 . m i u  =  0 . 2 5 / 1 8 0 ;  
c 4 _lc  f t  =14 ;
L a = 1 0 ~ ( - 2 )  ;
L b = L a + b a c k ;
Mxa?=round ( L a / d x ) ;
Mx=r ound  ( Lb / d x ) ;
Ms?=round ( t op  / d z  ) ;
N= (Mx— 1) * (Mz— 1) ; 
c = z e r o s  ( M x a b + 1 .17) ; 
c J i m e = z e r o s  ( M x a b + 1 , 1 7 ,NT) ; 
c2 (M z + 1 ,Mx+1) =  0; 
c4 (Mz+1 ,Mx+l)  =  0; 
c (: , 1)  = 1 0 4 * 1 0 “ ( —3);  
c (: , 1 2 )  = 6 0 * 1 0 " (  —3) ; 
c _ t i m e (: ,: , 1 ) = c ;
A21=Mc21 ( dx  , dz , Mxa,Mx,Mz,N,  d t  , c2_D , c2_miu  
A22=Mc22 ( dx  , dz , Mxa,Mx,Mz,N,  d t  , c2.D , c2_miu
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A41=Mc21 ( dx  , dz , Mxa ,Mx,Mz,N,  d t  , c4_D , c 4_mi u  ) ;
A42=Mc22 ( dx , dz , Mxa.Mx,  Mz,N,  d t  , c4_D , c 4 m i i u  ) ; 
f o r  i i = l : N T
i f  mod ( i i , 2  ) = = 1  
sgn  =  l;
end
i f  mod ( i i , 2 )  = — 0  
sgn  =  2 ;
end
c 2=D3( dx  , dz , Mxa,Mx,  Mz, N, d t  , c2 , s gn  , c2_D , c2_miu , c 2 _1 e f t , A21 
i A22) ;
c 4=D3( dx  , dz , Mxa,Mx,Mz,N,  d t  , c4 , sgn , c4_D , c4_miu , c 4 . l e f t  , A41 
,A42)  ; 
f o r  i = l : M x a b + l
c ( i , 2 ) =c 2  ( 1  , Mxa+l  +  (i — 1)* d e l t  ) ; 
c ( i , 4)  =c4  (1 , Mxa +l +(  i — 1)* d e l t ) ; 
end
p a r  f o r  i = l : M x a b + l
[ t  , c c . o d c . n e w ]  -  o d e 1 5 s  (@F, [ (  i i ) * d t : d t / 2 : (  i i +1)  *d t  
] , c ( i  ; 
c ( i  , : ) = c c _ o d c ^ n e w ( 3 , : )  ;
end
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c . t i m c  ( : , i i  + l ) = c  ;
en d
d c l d t = ( c _ t i m e ( :  , 1  , 2 : e n d  ) — c - t i m e  (: , 1  , 1  : e n d  — 1 )) /  d t  ;
/ * T h i s  p r o g r a m  is M c 2 1 . m
f u n c t i o n  A=Mc21 ( dx  , dz ,Mxa ,Mx,Mz,N,  d t  , D , m i u )  
c = 0 . 5 ;
bmuz=c *D* d t  /  ( dz " 2) ; 
m i u t x = c  *miu* d t  / dx ;
A = s p a r s e  (N,N)  ; 
f o r  i =2 : Mx
f o r  j =2:Mz
m l = i n d x 2 d ( i , j ,Mx) ;
A ( m l , m l ) = l + 2 * b m u z + m i u t x  ; 
i f  ( i ~ = 2 )
m2=i ndx2d  ( i — 1, j ,Mx) ;
A ( m l ,m2) = — m i u t x  ;
e n d
i f  ( j ~ = 2 )
m 2 = i n d x 2 d ( i , j —1  ,Nlx) ;
A (m l , m2 ) = —bmuz ;
e n d
i f ( j ' = M z )
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m2=i ndx2d  ( i , j +1 ,Mx) ;
A ( ml  , m2)=—bmuz ;
e n d
i f  j = M z
A ( ml  , m l ) = A ( ml  , m l )—bmuz ;
e n d
i f  j = = 2
A (m l , m l ) =A (m l , m l ) —bmuz ;
e n d
e n d
e n d
/ * T h i s  program  is M c22 .m
f u n c t i o n  A=Mc22 ( dx , dz , Mxa,Mx,  Mz,N,  d t  , D, m i u ) 
c =  0.5;
bmuz=c *D*dt  /  ( dz " 2) ; 
m i u t x = c * m i u * d t / d x ;
A = sp a r se  (N,N)  ; 
f o r  i=2:M x
fo r  j =2:Mz
m l = i n d x 2 d ( i , j ,Mx) ; 
A ( m l , m l ) = l + 2 * b m u z + m i u t x  ; 
i f  ( i ' = 2 )
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m2=i ndx2d  ( i — 1, j ,Mx) ; 
A( m l  .m2)=—m i u t x  ;
e n d
i f  ( j ~=2)
m2=i ndx2d  ( i , j — 1 ,Mx) ;
A ( m l , m 2 ) =—b m u z ;
end
i f ( j - = M z )
m2=i ndx2d  ( i , j +1 ,Mx) ;
A ( m 1, m2) - - b m u z  ;
end
i f  j=^Vlz
A ( ml  , m l ) = A ( m l , m l ) —bmuz ;
end
i f  j = 2 & & i < M x a + l
A( m l  , m l ) = A ( m l  , m l ) —bmuz ;
end
end
end
/* T h is  program is indx2d.m
fu n c t io n  o u t = i n d x 2 d ( i  , j  ,Mx) 
o u t = ( i  —l) +  (j - 2 )  *(Mx— 1) ;
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/ * T h i s  p r o g r a m  is D 3 . m
f u n c t i o n  c 4 . n e w =  D3( dx  , dz , Mxa ,Mx,Mz,N,  d t  , c4 , sgn ,D,  miu , 
c 4 _ l e f t  , A 1 . A2) 
c =  0.5;
bmuz=c *D* d t / ( dz ~ 2 ) ; 
m i u t x = c  *miu* d t  / dx ; 
r h s _ c 4 —z e r o s  (N, 1 ) ; 
c 4 _ n c w = z e r o s  (Mz+1 ,Mx+l)  ; 
i f  s g n = = l  
A=A1;
e n d
i f  s g n = = 2  
A=A2;
e n d
f o r  i =2:Mx
f o r  j = 2 : M z
n r = i n d x 2 d ( i  , j  ,Mx) ;
r h s _ c 4  (m) = ( l - 2 * b m u z )  *c4 ( j , i ) +bmuz* ( c4 ( j — 1, i ) +c4  ( j + 1 ,  i 
) )—m i u t x  * ( c4 ( j , i ) - c 4 ( j  , i - 1 ) )  ; 
i f  i = 2
r h s _ c 4  ( m ) = r h s . c 4  ( m ) + m i u t x *  c4  . l e f t  ;
e n d
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e n d
e n d
t o l  =  l e  —1 0 ; 
m a x i t  =  400 ;  
v a . c l  = b i c g s t a b  ( A , r h s _ c 4  , t o l  , m a x i t ) ; 
fo r  i= 2 :M x  
f o r  j =2:Mz 
m = i n d x 2 d ( i  , j  ,Mx) ; 
c4_new ( j , i ) = v a _ c 4  (m) ;
end
end
i f  s g n = = l
c4_ncw (: , l )  =  c 4 _ l e f t  ; 
c 4 _ n c w ( :  ,M x+ l)= c4_new  (: ,Mx) ; 
c4_ncw (1 ,: )=c4_new (2 , : )  ; 
c4_ncw (Mz +  1  ,: ) = c 4 ,n c w  (M z , : ) ;
end
i f  s g n = = 2
c4_ncw (: , 1) — c 4 _ l c f t  ; 
c4_ncw (: , M x + l ) = c 4 .n e w  (: ,Mx) ; 
c 4 .n e w  (1 ,: )=c4_new ( 2 , : )  ; 
c4_new (Mz-t - 1  ,: )=c4_new (M z , : ) ;
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c4_new ( 1 ,M x a + l:en d )  =0;
en d
/* T h is  program is F .m
f u n c t i o n  o u t = F ( t , c )
% i n i t i a l ______________________
c i n 2  = 2 * 1 0 '  ( — 7) ;
c i n 4  = 2 * 1 0 ~ ( —8 ) ;
c in  1  0  = 0 ;
c in  1 2  = 0 ;
c i n l 3 = 0 ;
c in  14 = 0 ;
c in  15 = 0 ;
c i n l 6 = 0 ;
c i n 17 =  0 ;
Q = 5 / 6 0 * 1 0 ' (  —8 ) ; 
V = 0 . 9 * 1 0 " ( - 6 )  ; 
k lDNA= 1 . 2 * 1 0 '  (4)  ; 
k . lDNA =  0 .06;  
k ldNTP =  l*10~ (4) ; 
k_ ldNTP =  50; 
k l = 3 . 8 * 1 0 “ (5) ; 
k 2 = 4 1 0 0 ;
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k3 =  50;
k _ 3 = 3 ;
k4 =  150;
k_4 —37.5 ;
k5 =  15;
k_5 =  15;
k 6  =  3 * 1 0 ' ( 2 )  ;
k7 =  3300;
k 8  =  0 ;
kA—2200;
kB=34;
k l P P i  =  1150;
k _ l P P i  =  5 * 1 0 ' ( 3 )  ;
o u t  (1 ,1 ) = - klDNA*c (1 , 1 ) *c (2 , 1  )+k- lDNA*c  ( 3 , 1 ) ;  
o u t  ( 2 , 1  )=—klDNA*c (1 ,1)  *c (2 ,1 )+k . lDN A*c  ( 3 , 1  ) -k lD N A *c  (2 ,1 )  *c 
( 1 1 , 1  )+k_lDNA*c (9 , l ) + ( c i n 2 —c ( 2 , l )  ) ; 
o u t ( 3 , l ) = k l D N A * c ( l  , l ) * c ( 2  , l ) - k _ l D N A * c  (3 ,1 ) - k l d N T P * c  (3 , l ) * c
( 4 . 1 )  + k_ ldN TP  * c (5 ,1)  ;
o u t  (4 , 1 ) = —k l d N T P * c ( 3  , l ) * c ( 4  ,1 )+k_ ldN T P*c  (5  , l ) + ( c i n 4 - c  (4 ,1) ) ; 
o u t  (5 , l ) = 4 d d N T P * c ( 3  , l ) * c ( 4  , l ) - k _ l d N T P * c  (5 ,1 ) - k 3 * c  (5 , 1  )+k_3 *c
( 6 . 1 ) ;
o u t ( 6 , l ) = k 3 * c ( 5 , l ) - k _ 3 * c ( 6 , l ) - k 4 * c ( 6  , l ) + k . 4 * c (7 ,1 )  ;
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o u t ( 7 , l ) = k 4 * c ( 6 , l ) - k . 4 * c ( 7 , l ) - k . 5 * c ( 7 , l ) + k 5 * c ( 8  ,1 )  ; 
o u t  ( 8  ,1 ) = k _ 5 * c (7 , 1 ) —k 5 * c ( 8  , 1 ) —k l P P i *  c ( 8 , 1  )+k_ l  P P i  *c (9 ,1 )  *c 
( 1 0 , 1 ) ;
o u t  (9 , 1 ) —k l P P i * c ( 8  , 1 ) —k _ l P P i * c ( 9  ,1)  *c (10  ,1 )  ; 
o u t ( 1 0 , l ) = d c l P P i * c ( 8  , 1 ) —k _ l P P i * c  ( 9 , l ) * c ( 1 0 , l ) - k l * c ( 1 0 , l ) * c  
(12 , l ) + k 2 * c ( 1 3  , l ) + ( c i n l 0 - c ( 1 0  ,1)  ) ; 
o u t  ( 1 1  , l )= k _ lD N A * c  (9 , l ) - k l D N A * c ( 2  ,1 )  *c (11  ,1 )  ; 
o u t ( 1 2 , 1  )= —k l * c ( 1 0 , l ) * c ( 1 2 , l  ) + k 2 * c ( 1 3 , 1 ) + k 7 * c ( 1 6 , 1 ) - k 8 * c
( 1 2 , l ) * c ( 1 7 , l ) + ( c i n l 2 - c ( 1 2 , l ) )  ; 
o u t ( 1 3 , l ) = k l * c ( 1 0 , l ) * c ( 1 2 , l ) - k 2 * c ( 1 3 , l ) - k A * c  (13 , 1  ) - k B * c  (14  , 1 ) 
+  ( c in  13 —c (13 , 1 ) ) ; 
o u t ( 1 4 , l ) = k A * c ( 1 3  , l ) - k B * c ( 1 4  ,1 ) - k 3 * c  (14 , 1  ) + k 5 * c  (15  ,1 )  + ( c i n l 4 -  
c (14 ,1 )  ) ;
o u t ( 1 5 , l ) = k 3 * c (14  , l ) - k 4 * c ( 1 5 , l ) - k 5 * c  ( 1 5 , 1 ) + k 6 * c ( 1 6  , 1 ) *c (17  ,1)  
+  (c in  15 —c ( 1 5 , 1 ) )  ; 
o u t ( 1 6 , l ) = k 5 * c ( 1 5 , 1 ) —k 6 * c ( 1 6 ,  1 ) * c ( 1 7  , 1 ) - k 7 * c ( 1 6 , l ) + k 8 * c ( 1 2  ,1) 
* c ( 1 7 , l )  +  ( c i n l 6 —c ( 1 6  , 1 ) )  ; 
o u t ( 1 7 , l ) = k 5 * c ( 1 5 , 1 ) —k 6 * c ( 1 6 , l ) * c ( 1 7 , l ) + k 7 * c ( 1 6  , 1 ) —k 8 *c (12  ,1)  
* c ( 1 7 , l ) + ( c i n l 7 —c ( 1 7 , l ) )  ;
/ * T h i s  p r o g r a m  is T 3 . m
f u n c t i o n  [ t . n c w  , t . n c w . N T  , r e s u l t l  , r e s u l t 2  , r e s u l t 3 ] =  T 3 ( d x , d y ,  
dz , d t  ,M, NT, d c l d t , i i n  , nn)
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t h e g m a l  =  0 .96;  
t h e g m a e f  =  0 .606 ;  
t h e g m a 2 = 0 . 9 6 ;  
t h e g m a s  =  0 . 155; 
t h c g m a w = th c g m a l  ; 
c p l  = 8 3 7 . 3 6 ;  
c p f  =  4181 .3 ;  
cp2 = 8 3 7 . 3 6 ;  
c p s  =  1089; 
epw = cp l  ;
r o l l  = 2 . 6 * 1 0 *  (3)  ; 
r o 1f =  1 * 10 *(3) ; 
r o l 2  =  2 .6*10*  (3) ; 
r o l s  = 1 . 4 2 * 1 0 ‘ (3 )  ; 
r o l f c p f e  =  r o l f * c p f  ; 
r o l w = r  ol  1  ; 
miu =  6 .95*10* ( — 4) ;
T f _ i n = 0 ;
T  f . o u t  =0 ;
H D N A = 6.6 99*10*(3 )  ; 
c =  0 .5;
c o u x . t  l = t h e g m a l  /  ( r o l l * c p l ) * d t / ( d x “ 2 ) ;
c o u y _ t  l = t h e g m a l  / ( r o l l * c p l ) * d t / ( d y ' 2 ) ; 
c o u z  _t l = t h e g m a l  / ( r o l l * c p l ) * d t / ( d z ~ 2 ) ; 
c o u x  _ t f—t h e g m a e f  / ( r o l f c p f e ) * d t / ( d x ' 2 ) 
c o u y  _ t f = t h e g m a e f  / ( r o l f c p f e ) * d t / ( d y ~ 2 ) 
c o u z  _t f—t h e g m a e f  / ( r o l f c p f e ) * d t / ( d z ~ 2 ) 
c o u x_ tw = the gm a w  /  ( r o lw  *cpw) * d t / ( d x ' 2 ) ; 
couy  _t w = t h e g m a w / (  r o lw * cp w )  * d t  / ( d y  ~ 2)  ; 
c o u z _ t w = t h e g m a w / (  r o lw * cp w )  * d t  / ( d z  “ 2 ) ; 
c o u x _ t 2 = t h e g m a 2 / ( r o l 2 * c p 2 ) * d t / ( d x " 2 ) ; 
c o u y . t 2 = t h e g m a 2 /  ( r o l 2 * c p 2 ) * d t / ( d y " 2 ) ; 
c o u z _ t 2 = t h e g m a 2 / ( r o l 2 * c p 2 ) * d t / ( d z “ 2 ) ; 
c o u x _ t s = t h e g m a s / (  r o l s * c p s ) * d t / ( d x ' 2 ) ; 
c o u y  _t s = t h e g m a s  /  ( r o l s * c p s ) * d t / ( d y ' 2 ) ; 
c o u z _ t s = t h e g m a s / ( r o l s * c p s ) * d t / ( d z ~ 2 ) ;  
m i u t x = m i u * d t / d x  ;
Mx=M( 1) ;
Mj^M(2) ; 
Mz=M(3) ;
Mz_t2=M(5) ;
M z . t f = M ( 6 ) ;
Mz_tl=M(7)  ;
M y _ t l l = M ( 8 ) ;
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My _tf=M( 9) ;
N= ( M x - 1 ) * (M y - 1 ) * (M z - 1 ) ; 
d c l d t m = o n e s  (Mx+1 ,My+l ,NT) ; 
f o r  j j  =1:NT
f o r  i —l:Mx+l
d c l d t m  ( i , : , j j ) = d c l d t  ( i , 1  , j j ) ;
e n d
e n d
r h s = z e r o s ( N ,  1) ;
A = s p a r s e  (N,N) ; 
t - o l d ^ z e r o s  (Mx+1 ,My+l ,Mz+l)  ; 
t _ n e w = z e r o s  (Mx+1 ,My+l , M z + l ) ; 
t _ n e w _ N T = z e r o s  (Mx+1 ,My+l ,M z+l  ,NT) ; 
r e s u l t l = z e r o s ( N T , 4 , 1 )  ; 
r e s u l t 2—z e r o s ( r o u n d ( N T / 100)  , 4 , 1 ) ;  
r c s u l t 3 = z e r o s ( r o u n d ( N T / 100)  , 4 , 1 ) ;  
i f  n n = = l
f o r  i=2 :M x
f o r  j — 2:My
f o r  k=2:Mz
[i , j ,k]
m l= i n d x  ( i , j , k ,Mx,My) ;
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i f  k > ( M z . t l + M z _ t f + M z _ t 2  +  l )  
bmux— c o u x J s  ; 
b m u y = c o u y _ t s  ; 
b m u z = c o u z _ t s  ;
e n d
i f  ( k > M z _ t l + M z _ t f + l ) & & ( k < = M z _ t l + M z _ t f + M z _ t 2
+  1)
b m u x = c o u x _ t 2  ; 
bmuy—c o u y _ t 2  ; 
b m u z = c o u z _ t 2  ;
e n d
i f  k < = M z _ t l + l
bm u x = c o u x _ t  1  ; 
bmuy— c o u y . t  1  ; 
b m u z = c o u z . t l  ;
e n d
i f  ( j < = M y _ t  l l+l&&k>Mz_t  l + l& & k < = M z _ t l+ M z  _ t f+ 1 )
( j > M y _ t  l l+M y_tf+ l& &k>M z_t  l+l&&;k<= 
M z _ t l + M z _ t f + 1 ) 
bm ux=coux_tw ; 
bm uy=couy_tw ;
I l l
bm uz= c ouz _ tw  ;
e n d
i f  ( j >M y_ t  1 l +  l )& & ( j< = M y_ t  1 1 + M y . t f + l ) & & ( k >  
Mz_tl  +  l)&;&(k<=Mz_t 1 + M z_ t f  +  1) 
b m u x = c o u x _ t f  ; 
b m u y = c o u y  _t f ; 
b m u z = c o u z _ t f  ;
end
A ( m l , ml)  = 1 + 2 * c * (bmux+bmuy+bmuz) ; 
i f  j > M y _ t l l+ l & & j< = M y _ t l l + M y _ t f+ l & & k > M z _ t l+ l & &  
k<=M z _t 1+ M  z _ t f+1 
A ( m l , m l ) = A ( m l , m l ) + c * m i u t x  ;
end
i f  ( i “= 2 )
m 2 = i n d x  ( i — 1 , j ,k  ,Mx,My) ;
A (m l , m2) = - c  *bm ux ;
i f  j > M y _ t  1 l+l&&;j < = M y _ t  11+My_tf+l&&k>Mz_t 1 
+ l& & k < = M z _ t l+ M z _ t f+ l  
A (m l  , m 2 ) = A ( m l , m2)—c * m iu t x  ;
end
e n d
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i f  ( i ~=Mx)
m 2 = i n d x  ( i + 1 , j , k , Mx,My) ;
A (m l  , m 2 )= - c * b m u x ;
end
i f ( j - = 2 )
m 2=indx  ( i , j — 1  ,k ,Mx,My) ; 
i f  ( j = M y _ t l l + 2 & & k > M z _ t l + l & & k < = M z _ t l +  
M z A f + 1 )  | | . . .
( j = M y _ t l l + M y _ t f + 2 & & k > M z _ t l + l & & k  
< = M z d  1 + M z _ t f +  1)
e l s e
A ( m l , m2)=—c *bmuy ;
end
end
i f ( j - = M y )
m 2=indx  ( i , j +1  ,k , Mx,My) ; 
i f  ( j==My_t l l+l&&k>Mz_tl+l&&Jk<==Mz_tl+ 
M z . t f + 1 )  | | . . .
( j = M y _ t l l + M y _ t f + l & & k > M z _ t  1  +l&&k 
< = M z _ t l + M z _ t f + l )
e l s e
A (m l  ,m 2 ) = - c * b m u y ;
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e n d
en d
i f  ( k '= 2 ) & & ( k '= M z _ t l + M z _ t f + M z _ t 2 + 2 ) & & ( k '= M z _ t l  
+ 2 ) & & ( k '= M z _ t l + M z _ t f + 2 )  
m 2=indx  ( i , j  , k — l ,Mx,My) ;
A (m l , m2) = — c *bmuz ;
end
i  f  ( k~=M z)& &(k~=M z_tl+M z_t f+M z_t2  +  l )&&(k~= 
Mz_tl  +  l )&;&;(k~=Mz_tl+Mz_tf+ l)  
m 2 = i n d x ( i  , j  , k + l ,M x ,M y )  ;
A (m l  ,m2)=—c * b m u z ;
end
i f  ( k = M z _ t l + M z _ t f + M z _ t 2 + l + l )
A ( m l , m l ) = A ( m l  , m l )—c*bmuz* t h e g m a s  /  ( th e g m a 2  
+ t h e g m a s ) ; 
m 2 = i n d x ( i  , j  ,k  — 1 ,Mx,My) ;
A ( m l , m2)=A(ml  ,m 2)—c * b m u z * th e g m a 2  /  ( t h cg m a 2  
+ t h c g m a s ) ;
end
i f  ( k = M z _ t l + M z _ t f + M z _ t 2  +  l )
A (ml  , m l ) —A ( m l , m l ) —c *bmuz* t h e g m a 2  /  ( t h e g m a 2  
+ t h e g m a s ) ;
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m 2 = i n d x ( i  , j  , k +  l ,Mx,My) ;
A ( m l , m 2 ) = A ( m l , m 2)—c*bmuz* t h e g m a s  /  ( t h e g m a 2  
+ t h e g m a s ) ;
end
i f  ( k = M z _ t l + M z _ t f + l  +  l)&&(j > M y _ t l l  +  l)&:&(j < =  
M y _ t l l + M y _ t f + 1 )
A ( m l , ml  ) = A ( m l , m l )—c * b m u z * th e g m a 2  /  ( 
t h c g m a e f + t h c g m a 2 ) ; 
m 2 = i n d x ( i  , j  , k —l,Mx,My) ;
A (m l  ,m 2 ) = A ( m l , m 2 )—c * b m u z * t h e g m a e f  /  ( 
t h e g m a e f + t h c g m a 2 ) ;
end
i f  ( k = M z _ t l + M z _ t f + l ) & & ( j > M y _ t l l  +  l )& & ( j< =
M y _ 1 11+My _t f +1)
A ( m l , ml  ) = A ( m l , m l )—c*bmuz* t h e g m a e f  /  ( 
t h e g m a e f + t h e g m a 2 ) ; 
m 2 = i n d x ( i  , j  , k +  l ,Mx,My) ;
A (m l  ,m2)=A(ml ,m 2)—c * b m u z * th c g m a 2  /  ( 
t h e g m a c f + t h e g m a 2 ) ;
end
i f  ( ( k = M z _ t l + M z _ t f + l  +  l)&&:(j < —My _t 11 +  1)) | | ( ( k 
= M z . t l + M z _ t f + l + l ) & & ( j  > M y _ t l l + M y _ t f + l ) )
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A (ml  ,m l ) = A ( m l  , m l )—c * b m u z * th e g m a 2  /  ( thcgmaw 
+ t h e g m a 2 ) ; 
m 2 = i n d x ( i  , j , k — l ,Mx,My) ;
A ( m l . m2 ) = A ( m l , m 2)—c *bmuz* thegmaw /  ( thegmaw 
+ t h e g m a 2 ) ;
end
i f  ( ( k = M z A l + M z _ t f + l ) & & ( j < = M y - t l l  +  l ) )  | | ( ( k== 
M z _ t l + M z _ t f + l ) & & ( j  > M y _ t  1 1 + M y - t f + l ) )
A ( m l , ml  ) = A ( m l , m l )—c *bmuz* thegmaw /  ( thegmaw 
+ t h e g m a 2 ) ; 
m 2 = i n d x ( i  , j  , k +  l ,Mx,My) ;
A ( m l , m 2 ) = A ( m l , m 2)—c * b m u z * th e g m a 2  /  ( thegm aw 
+ t h e g m a 2 ) ;
end
i f  ( k = M z _ t l  +  l +  l)&&(j > M y  A 11 +  l)&&(j < = M y  _t 11+ 
M y . t f + 1 )
A ( m l , m l ) = A ( m l , m l ) —c * b m u z * t h e g m a e f / (  
t h e g m a l + t h e g m a e f ) ; 
m 2 = i n d x ( i  , j  , k — l ,Mx,My) ;
A ( m l , m 2 ) —A ( m l , m 2 ) —c * b m u z * t h e g m a l  / ( t h e g m a l  
+ t h e g m a e f )  ;
e n d
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i f  ( k = M z _ t l  +  l ) & & ( j > M y _ t l l  +  l ) & & ( j < = M y _ t l l +
My _t f+  1)
A (ml  , m l ) = A ( m l , m l ) —c*bmuz*  t h e g m a l  /  ( t h e g m a l  
+ t h e g m a e f )  ; 
m 2 = i n d x ( i  , j  . k +  l ,Mx,My) ;
A (m l  ,m 2)=A(ml ,m 2)—c * b m u z * t h e g m a e f  / (  
t h e g m a l + t h e g m a e f ) ;
end
i f  ( ( k = = M z _ t l  +  l +  l )& & ; ( j< = M y - t l l  +  l ) )  | | ( ( k = M z _ t l  
+  1  +  1  )&&(j > M y_ t  1 1+My_tf  + 1 ) )
A ( m l , m l ) = A ( m l  , m l )—c *bmuz* thegmaw /  ( t h e g m a l  
+ thegm aw )  ; 
m2 = i n d x ( i  , j , k —l,Mx,My) ;
A (ml  ,m2)=A(ml ,m 2)—c *bmuz* t h e g m a l  /  ( t h e g m a l  
+ th e g m a w ) ;
end
i f  ( ( k = = M z _ t l  +  l ) & & ( j < = M y _ t l l  +  l ) )  | | ( ( k = M z _ t l  
+  l )&&(j > M y  _t 11+My _ t f + l ) )
A (m l  , m l ) —A (m l  , m l ) —c * b m u z * t h e g m a l  /  ( t h e g m a l  
+ thcgm aw )  ; 
m 2 = i n d x ( i  , j  ,k +  l ,Mx,My) ;
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A ( m l , m2)—A ( m l , m 2)—c *bmuz* thegmaw /  ( t h e g m a l  
+ th e g m a w ) ;
e n d
i f  j = M y _ t l l + l & & k > M z _ t l + l & & k < = M z _ t l + M z _ t f + l  
A ( m l , m l ) = A ( m l  , m l )—c*bmuy* thegmaw /  ( thegmaw 
+ t h e g m a e f )  ; 
m 2=indx  ( i , j +1 ,k ,Mx,My) ;
A (m l  ,m2)==A(ml ,m 2 )—c * b m u y * t h c g m a e f  / (  
t h e g m a w + t h e g m a e f )  ;
end
i f  j = M y _ t l l + 2 & & k > M z _ t l + l & & k < = M z _ t l + M z _ t f + l  
A (m l  ,m l ) = A ( m l  , m l ) —c*bmuy* t h e g m a e f  /  ( 
t h e g m a w + t h e g m a e f )  ; 
m 2 = i n d x  ( i , j —1 ,k , Mx,My) ;
A (m l  ,m2)=A(ml :m2)—c * b m u y * t h e g m a w / ( th e g m a w  
+ t h e g m a e f )  ;
end
i f  j = M y _ t  1 l+My_tf+ l&&k>Mz_t l+ l&&k<=Mz_t  1+ 
M z . t f + 1
A ( m l , ml  )=A (m l ,  m l )—c*bmuy* t h e g m a e f / (  
t h e g m a w + t h e g m a e f )  ; 
m2=indx  ( i , j +1  ,k , Mx,My) ;
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A (m l  ,m2)=A(ml  ,m 2)—c *bmuy*thegmaw /  ( thegmaw 
+ t h e g m a e f )  ;
e n d
i f  j = M y _ t  11+ M y_tf+ l+ l& & k>M z- t l+ l& & k<=M z_t  1+ 
M z_ tf+1
A (m l  , m l ) = A ( m l , m l )—c*bmuy* thegmaw /  ( thegmaw 
+ t h e g m a c f )  ; 
m 2=indx  ( i , j — 1  ,k , Mx,My) ;
A (ml  ,m 2 ) = A ( m l , m 2)—c*bmuy* t h e g m a e f  /  ( 
t h e g m a w + t h e g m a e f )  ;
end
i f  ( i = = 2 )
i f  j > M y _ t  l l+l&&j < = M y . t  11+My_tf+l&&k>Mz_tl  
+l&&k<=Mz_t  1 + M z _ t f + 1  
e l s e
A ( m l , m l ) = A ( m l , m l ) —c *bmux;
end
end
i f  ( i = M x )
A (ml  ,m l )= A  (m l ,  m l ) —c*bmux;
end
i f  ( j= = 2 )
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A (m l  ,m l ) = A ( m l  , m l ) —c*bmuy ;
e n d
i f  ( j = M y )
A ( m l , ml  ) = A ( m l , m l ) —c * b m u y ;
end
i f  ( k = = 2 )
A (ml  ,m l ) = A ( m l  , m l ) - c * b m u z  ;
end
i f  ( k = M z )
A (m l  ,m l ) = A ( m l  ,m l )  —c*bmuz ;
end
end
end
end
end
t f l = z e r o s  (ro u n d (M x + l  
t f r = z e r o s  ( round(M x+1  
t f  l ^ z e r o s  (round(M x+1  
t f 2 = z e r o s  (round(M x+1  
t w l = z e r o s  (rou n d (M x+ l  
t w 2 = z e r o s  (round(M x+1  
t s 2 = z e r o s (r o u n d (M x + 1
, 1 , round (M z + 1) )  ; 
,1 , round (M z+1)) ; 
, round (My+1) , 1) ; 
, round (My+1) , 1) ; 
, round (My+1) ,1) ; 
, round (My+1) , 1) ; 
, round (My+1) , 1) ;
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fo r  i i = 1  :NT
for  i =  2:Mx
f o r  j =2:My
fo r  k=2:Mz
m = i n d x ( i  , j  , k ,Mx,My)  ;
i f  k > M z _ t l + M z _ t f + M z _ t 2 + l  
b m u x = c o u x _ t s  ; 
b m u y = c o u y _ t s  ; 
b m u s = c o u z _ t s  ;
end
i f  k>Mz_t  1+Mz_tf+l&&;k<=Mz^t  1+M z_t f+M z_t2+1  
b m u x = c o u x _ t 2  ; 
b m u y = c o u y _ t 2  ; 
b m u z = c o u z _ t 2  ;
end
i f  ( j< = M y _ t l l+ l& & k > M z _ t l+ l& fc k < = = M z _ t l+ M z _ t f+ l )
( j > M y _ t  11+My _tf+l&&k>Mz.t l+l&&;k<=
M z _ t l + M z _ t f + 1 )%_______________
bmux=coux_tw ; 
bm uy=couy_tw ; 
bm uz= couz_ tw  ;
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e n d
i f  k < = M z _ t l + l
b m u x = c o u x . t  1  ; 
bm up=couy  _t 1  ; 
b m u z ^ c o u z . t  1  ;
e n d
i f  j > M y _ t l l + l & & j < = M y _ t  11+M y_tf+l&&k>Mz.t  1+1&& 
k < = M z _ t l + M z _ t f + l  
b m u x = c o u x _ t f ; 
bm u y = c o u y  _ tf  ; 
bmuz==couz_tf  ;
e n d
x d i r = ( l - c  ) *bmux*( t . o l d  ( i — 1 , j ,k )  +  t _ o l d ( i + l , j  , k
) ) ;
i f  ( j = M y _ t l l + l & & k > M z _ t l + l & & k < —M z _ t l + M z _ t f + 1 )  
y d i r  = ( 1  —c ) *bmuy * ( t _ o l d  ( i  , j  — 1  , k ) + 1  f 1 ( i  , 1  , k
) ) ;
e l s e i f  ( j = = M y - t l l + 2 & & k > M z _ t l + l& & k < = M z . t l +  
M z . t f + 1 )
y d i r = ( l —c ) *bmuy* ( t f l  ( i  , 1  , k) +  t _o ld  ( i , j + 1  ,k
) ) ;
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e l s e i f  ( j = M y - t l l + M y _ t f + l & & k > M z . t l + l & < k k < =  
M z _ t l + M z _ t f + 1 )  
y d i r  — ( 1  —c ) *bmuy* ( t . o l d  ( i , j - 1  ,k)  +  t f r  ( i  , 1  , k
) ) ;
e l s e i f  ( j = M y _ t l l + M y _ t f + 2 & & k > M z _ t l + l & & k < =
M z  _t 1 z _ t f -j- 1 ) 
y d i r — ( 1  — c ) *bmuy * ( t f r  ( i  , 1  , k)  +  t _ o l d ( i  , j + 1  ,k
) ) ;
e l s e
y d i r = ( l —c) *bmuy*(  t _ o l d ( i  , j —l , k )  +  t _ o l d ( i  , j 
+  1  ik)  ) ;
e n d
i f  ( k = M z _ t l + M z _ t f + M z _ t 2  +  l  +  l)
z d i  r = ( 1  —c ) *bmuz* ( t _ o l d ( i  , j , k +  l ) + t s 2 ( i  , j
. i ) ) ;
e l s e i f  ( k = M z _ t l + M z _ t f + M z _ t 2 +1)
z d i r  =  ( 1  — c)  *bmuz* ( t s 2  ( i , j , l ) + t _ o l d ( i  , j  , k
- i ) ) ;
e l s e i f  ( k = M z _ t  1 + M  z _ t f+ l+ l&&j >M y _t 1 l+l&&j < =  
My_t  1  H-My_tf+1)  
z d i r  = ( 1 —c ) *bmuz* ( t . o l d  ( i , j , k + l ) + t  f 2  ( i , j  
, 1 ) ) ;
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e l s e i f  ( k = M z _ t  1 + M z_ t f+ l+ l& & j  < = M y_ t  11 +  1 )%
z d i r  =  ( 1  — c ) *bmuz* ( t _o ld  ( i , j , k + l ) + t w 2  ( i , j 
. 1 )  )  ;
e l s e i f  ( k = M z _ t l + M z _ t f + l + l & & j > M y _ t l l + M y _ t f + l )
%_______________
z d i r  = ( 1  —c ) *bmuz* ( t  . o l d  ( i , j , k + l ) + t w 2  ( i , j
, l ) ) ;
e l s e i f  ( k = M z _ t l + M z _ t f + l & & j  >M y_t  1  l+ l&& j< =  
M y . t l l + M y . t f + 1 )  
z d i r = ( l  — c) *bmuz*( t  f 2  ( i , j  , l )  +  t _ o l d ( i  , j  , k
- i ) ) ;
e l s e i f  ( k = M z _ t l + M z _ t f + l & & j < —M y _1 11 + 1)%
z d i r = ( 1 —c ) *bmuz* ( t w 2  ( i , j  , l ) + t _ o l d ( i  , j  , k
- i ) ) ;
e l s e i f  ( k = M z . t l + M z _ t f + l & & j  > M y _ t l l + M y . t f + l ) %
z d i r  =  (l — c)  * b m u z * ( t w 2 ( i , j  , l ) + t _ o l d ( i  , j  ,k
- i ) ) ;
e 1 s e i f  ( k = M z . t  l+ l+ l& & j  >M y _t 1 l+l&&j <=My_t 11+ 
M y.tf+1)
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z d i r = ( l —c)  *bmuz* ( t . o l d  ( i . j  , k + l ) + t f l ( i  , j
, i ) ) ;
e 1 s e  i f  ( k = M  z ..t 1+1+1&&.J < = M  y _t 11 + 1 )  %
z d i r  = ( 1 —c ) *bmuz* ( t _o ld  ( i , j , k + l ) + t w l  ( i , j
. 1 ) ) ;
e l s e i f  (k===Mz._tl+l+l&&j > M y _ t l l + M y _ t f + l ) %
z d i r = ( l —c)  *bmuz* ( t . o l d  ( i , j , k + l ) + t w l  ( i , j
, 1 ) ) ;
e l s e i f  ( k = M z _ t l + l & f c j  > M y _ t  1 1+1&&J<=My _t 11+ 
M y . t f  +  1)
z d i r  = ( 1  — c)  *bmuz*( t f l  ( i  , j  , 1 ) + t  _o l d  ( i , j  , k
- i ) ) ;
e l s e i f  ( k = M z _ t l + l & & j  < = M y _ t  11 + 1)%_____________
z d i r = ( l  — c ) *bmuz* ( t w l  ( i , j  , l ) + t _ o l d ( i  , j  , k
- 1 ) ) ;
e l s e i f  ( k = M z _ t l + l & & j  > M y . t  11 + M y _ tf+ l )%
zd  i r  = ( 1  — c ) *bmuz * ( t wl  ( i , j  , l )  +  t _ o l d ( i  , j  , k
- 1) ) ;
e l s e
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z d i r = ( l  — c ) *bmuz* ( t  _o l d  ( i , j  , k —l ) + t  _o ld  ( i , j  
, k + 1 ) ) ;
e n d
r h s  (m) =  ( 1  —2 * ( 1  —c )  * ( bmux+bmuy+bmuz) ) * t  . o l d  ( i , j 
, k ) + x d i r + y d i r + z d i r  ; 
i f  j > M y _ t  1l + l & & j < = M y . t  11+My_tf+l&&:k>Mz_tl+l&& 
k<=Mz _ t l + M z _ t f + l  
r h s  ( m ) = r h s  (m)—c * m i u t x  * ( t . o l d  ( i , j , k ) — t _o ld  
(i  — 1 , j , k ) ) ;
end
i f  ( k = M z _ t l + M z _ t f + l & & j  > M y  _t l l+l&&j < = M y _ t  11+ 
M y _ t f +1)  
r h s  ( m ) = r h s  (m)—c *bmuz*dz  /  ( t h e g m a e f + t h e g m a 2  
) *HDNA*dcldtm ( i , j , i i ) ;
end
i f  ( k= = M z _ t l+ M z _ t f+ 2& & ;j> M y_ t l l+ l& & j< = M y_ t  11+ 
M y . t f + 1 )  
r h s  ( m ) = r h s  (m)—c *bm uz*dz  / ( t h e g m a e f + t h e g m a 2  
) *HDNA*dcldtm ( i , j , i i ) ;
end
i f ( i = = 2 )
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i f  j >M y_t  1 < —My _ t  11+My_tf+l&&k>Mz_t 1 
+ l&&k<=Mz.t  1+ M z_ t f+1  
r h s  ( m ) = r h s  (m)+c*bmux* T f _i n ;
end
end
end
end
end
t o l  =  1  e —1 0 ; 
m a x i t  =  400 ;
va  = b i c g s t a b ( A , r h s , t o l  , m a x i t ) ; 
f o r  i =2:Mx
f o r  j =2:My
f o r  k —2:Mz
r r t= indx ( i  , j  ,k .M x,M y)  ; 
t _ n c w( i  , j  , k ) = v a ( m )  ;
end
end
end
t  f 1 = ( t h e g m a l  * t . n e w  (: , M y . t  11 +  1 ,: ) + t h e g m a e f * t _ n e w  (: , M y - t i l  
+  2  .:) ) / ( t h e g m a l + t h e g m a e f ) ;
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t f r = ( t h e g m a e f * t . n e w ( :  , M y . t  11+My . t f +  1 ,: ) + t h e g m a l  * t . n e w  (: , 
My _t 11+My _tf +  2 , :) ) /  ( t h e g m a l + t h c g m a e f ) ; 
t f  1  =  ( t h e g m a l  * t . n e w  (:  , : , M z . t  1 + l ) + t h e g m a e f * t_ncw  (:  ,: , M z . t  1 
+  1 + 1 ) ) / ( t h e g m a l + t h e g m a e f ) ; 
t w l  — ( t h e g m a l  * t . n e w  ( : , M z . t l  +  l ) + t h e g m a w * t _ n e w  (: , M z . t l
+  1  +  1 )) / ( t h e g m a l + t h e g m a w ) ; 
t f 2 ==■-d z / ( t h e g m a e f + t h e g m a 2 ) *HDNA*dcldtm (: ,: , i i ) + t h e g m a e f  / (  
t h e g m a e f + t h e g m a 2  ) * t . n e w  (: , M z _ t l + M z _ t f + l ) + t h e g m a 2 / (  
t h e g m a e f + t h e g m a 2  ) * t . n e w  (: , M z _ t l + M z _ t f + 1  +  1 ) ; 
t w 2 = t h e g m a w / ( th e g m a w + th e g m a 2  )* t . n e w  ( : , M z _ t l + M z _ t f + 1 ) +
t h c g m a 2 / ( thcg m a w + th c g m a 2  )* t . n e w  (: , M z . t l + M z _ t f + 1 + 1
t s 2  = ( t h e g m a 2  * t . n e w  (: , M z _ t l + M z . t f + M z . t 2  +  l ) + t h e g m a s * t . n e w
, M z . t l + M z _ t f + M z _ t 2  +  1 +  1) ) / ( t h e g m a s + t h e g m a 2 ) ; 
t . n e w  (: ,: , 1 ) = t_ n e w  (: ,: , 2  ) ;
t . n e w  ( : ,: , M z + l ) = t . n e w  (; , : , Mz) ;
t . n e w  ( : , 1  , : )  = t_ n e w  (: , 2  , : )  ;
t . n e w  (: ,My+ 1 , : )= t _ n c w  (: ,My, :) ;
t . n e w  ( 1  ,: ,: ) - t _ n e w  ( 2  ,: , : )  ;
t . n e w  ( 1  , M y . t  11 +  2: M y . t  1 1 + M y . t f +  1 , M z . t  1  +  2: M z . t  1 + M z . t f +  1)= 
T f . i n  ;
t . n e w  (Mx+ 1 ,: ,: ) = t _ n e w  ( M x , : , : ) ; 
t _ o l d = t _ n e w  ;
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t_new_NT i i ) = t . n c w  ;
i f  i i n = = l
r e s u l t  1 ( ii , 1 ,1 ) =  t _ o l d  ( r o u n d  (M x/2)  , r o u n d  ( M y / 2) , r o u n d  
(l  +  M z _ t l / 2 )  ) ;
r e s u l t  1 ( ii  , 2 , l ) = t _ o l d  ( r o u n d ( M x / 2 )  , r o u n d  ( M y / 2) . r o u n d  
(l  +  M z _ t l + M z _ t f / 2 )  ) ; 
r cs  ul  1 1 ( i i , 3 , l ) = t _ o l d (  r o u n d  (M x/2)  , r o u n d  ( M y / 2) , r o u n d  
( 1  -f- Mz _t 1+M z _t f+M z_t2 /  2) ) ] 
r e s u l t  1 ( ii , 4 , l ) = t _ o l d  ( r o u n d  (M x/2)  , r o u n d  ( M y / 2) , M z + l ) ;
e n d
i f  ii n = = 2
r e s u l t 2 ( i i  , 1  , l ) = t _ o l c i  ( r o u n d (M x /2 )  . r o u n d ( M y / 2) , 
r o u n d ( l  +  M z_tl  / 2 ) )  ; 
r e s u l t 2  ( ii , 2 , 1 ) = t  - o l d  (rou n d  ( M x / 2) , round  ( M y / 2) , 
r o u n d ( l  +  M z _ t l + M z _ t f / 2 )  ) ; 
r e s u l t 2 ( i i  , 3 , l )  =  t _ o l d  (rou n d  (M x /2 )  , rou n d  (M y / 2) , 
r o u n d ( l  +  M z _ t l + M z _ t f + M z _ t 2 / 2 ) ) ; 
r e s u l t 2 ( i i  , 4 , l )  =  t _ o l d  (rou n d  (M x /2 )  , rou n d  ( M y / 2) ,Mz
+  i ) ;
e n d
i f  i i n ==3
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r e s u l t 3 ( i i  , l , l )  =  t _ o l d (  r o u n d  (Mx/  2) , r o u n d  ( M y / 2) , 
r o u n d ( l  +  M z_ t l  /  2) ) ; 
r c s u l t 3 ( i i  , 2 , l )  =  t . o l d  ( r o u n d  (M x/2 )  , r o u n d  ( M y / 2) , 
r o u n d ( l  +  M z _ t l + M z _ t f  / 2 ) )  ; 
r c s u l t 3 ( i i  .3 ,1 ) =  t _ o l d  ( r o u n d ( M x / 2 )  , r o u n d ( M y / 2 )  , 
r o u n d ( l  +  Mz_t 1 + M z _ t f + M z _ t 2 / 2 )  ) ; 
r c s u l t 3 ( i i  ,4 ,1 ) =  t _ o l d  ( r o u n d  (M x/2 )  . r o u n d  ( M y / 2) ,Mz
+ i ) ;
end
end
/* T h i s  program  is indx .m
f u n c t i o n  o u t —i n d x ( i  , j  , k ,Mx,My)
o u t  = ( i  —1) +  (j —2) * (Mx—l) +  (k —2) * (Mx—1) * (My— 1) ;
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